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Contents:
New Display Station Offers Multiple Screen Windows and Dual Data Communications
Ports, by Gary C. Staas tt'sfour terminalsin one, bringing new flexibilityto computerapplication sysfems.
Dispfay Station's User Interface ls Designed for Increased Productivity, by Gordon C.
Graham Easy access to an extensivefeature set requiresa thorough,thoughtfulapproach
to the user interface.
Hardware and Firmware Support for Four Virtual Terminals in One Display Station' by
Srnlvas Sukumarand John D. Wiese The goalswere 26454 compatibility,improvedpricel
performanceand reliabitity,and ease of use, manufacturing,and service.
A sificon'on-sapphire Integrated video controller, by Jean-claude Roy Integration
was considered mandatory to make the display system practical and reliable.
SC-GutQuartz Oscillator Offers lmproved Performance,by J. RobertBurgoonand Robert
L. Wilson lt's more stableand /ess noisy, warms up fasfer, and uses /ess power.
The SC Cut, a Brief Summary, by CharlesA. Adamsand John A. Kusters Firstintroduced
in 1974, fhe stress compensated cut has many virtues.
Flexible Circuit Packaging of a Crystal Oscillator, by James H. Steinmetz Selectively
stiffenedflexibtecircuitry is a radical approach that meets tough obiectives.
New Temperature Probe Locates Circuit Hot Spots, by Marvin F. Estes and Donald
Zimmer, Jr. tt provides fast, accuratetemperaturemeasurementsfor design, diagnostic,
and testingaPPlications.

In this Issue:

quartz.The
The shiny rock on this month'scover is a pieceof cultured(laboratory-grown)
thin transoarentdisc mountedin its holderin front of the rock is a quartzcrystalof the type
used for frequencycontroland timing in many electronicdevices,includingthe quartzwristwatchesthat some of us wear (not all crystalsare as large as this one). When these thin
slices of quatlz arc subjectedto an alternatingvoltage,they vibrate,and they vibratemuch
more stronglyat one frequencythan at any other.lt's this propertythat makesthem usefulas
-fi,
I
frequencyand time references.
Y .
Quartz is a crystallinematerial,which means that its atoms line up in a regularpatternor
for frequencycontrolare taken from largequartzrocksby slicingthe quartzat specific
discs
lattice.Thin crystal
anglesto the crystallattice.Differentanglesproducedifferentsets of desirableproperties.The new HP crystal
oscillatordescribedin the articleon page 20 derives its frequencystabilityfrom a crystalthat has been cut to
circuitdesign
make it relativelyinsensitiveto temperaturevariations.This propertyand some state-of-the-art
give the new oscillator,Model 10811lVB, betterstability,lower power consumption,and faster warmup than
earlierHP crystaloscillators.Model10811//B is designedto serveas a highlystablef requencyor time reference
in precisionlaboratoryinstruments,especiallythose that haveto operatefor long periodswithoutadjustment'
Pages3 through19of thisissuedescribea newcomputerterminal,Model26264DisplayStation,thatmeetsa
needbt many computerusersfor a terminalthat can handlerelativelycomplexoperations.Internallythe 26264
can be set up to functionas up to four separate"virtual"terminals.The operatorcan see on the screenwhat's
happeningin one, two, three, or all four of these virtual terminalsat the same time, and can affect what's
with
happeningin one virtualterminalat a time,usingthe keyboard.Any two virtualterminalscan communicate
differentcomputers or the same computer at the same time. This kind of flexibilityopens up many new
possibilitiesfor computerapplicationsystems.
Wrappingup the issue is an articleaboutthe 100234TemperatureProbe,a simpledevicethat helpscircuit
designersfind and eliminatecircuithot spots that may indicateproblemsor likely failure sites'
R. P. Dolan
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New Display StationOffers Multiple
ScreenWindowsand Dual Data
Communications
Ports
Thisversatilecomputerterminalcan act like four virtual
terminals./f's designedfor data entryand program
development.
by Gary C. Staas
EW DATA ENTRY and program development capabilities are provided by a new HP CRT terminal,
Model 2626A Display Station, which lets the user
display, compare, and combine data from two different
computers and four different memory workspaces simultaneously. The new terminal [Fig. 1) has dual data communications ports for connection to computers or peripherals and the user can divide both the display memory
and the display screen into as many as four independent
work areas. Other features are line widths up to 160 characters with horizontal scrolling, screen-labeled softkeys,
an optional built-in thermal forms-copy printer, programmable tones for audio cues, and keys for interactive
forms design.

DesignObjectives
Theobjectives
thatguidedthe designof the 2626ADis-

play Station are reflected in many of the characteristics of
the terminal. An important characteristic is compatibility
with the HP 2645A Terminal. Terminal drivers and application programs that work with the 2645A will also work with
the 2626,4,,thereby protecting users' software investments.
The new terminal is also reliable and is easy to build,
check out, and service. The reliability goal was 8,000 hours
MTBF (mean time between failures). An extensive set of selftests is built into the terminal, and some of these tests can
isolate failures to the component level. One test, which
repeatedly executes most of the other terminal tests, is used
after terminal assembly to spot failures in the factory. To
make the terminal easy to build, there are very few options
and the 2626A has many components in common with
other terminals in the 262Xline. The factory does very little
configuration ofthe terminal. Since that is an easy process,

Fig. 1. Model 26264 DisptayStation is a multi-workspace, multiwtndow computer terminal that
has dual data communications
porfs. /ts capabilities may be configured dynamically as four logically independent vittual terminals. The terminal can handle line
lengths up to 160 characters and
offers foreign language options
and an optional built-in pilnter.
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it is almost totally left to the user.
User sophistication varies considerably, from the data
entry clerk to the very knowledgeable OEM customer. Each
user needs to take advantageof a different set of features.A
department manager of a data entry operation, for example,
needs to configure the terminal for use by data entry clerks.
The terminal provides configuration menus for this purpose.On the other hand, theseconfiguration menus can be
locked out and made unavailable to the clerks to avoid
confusing them with details they don't need.
Among many new concepts embodied in the terminal is
the ability to handle more than one job at a time. Like
several sheetsof paper on a desk, each relating to a different
task,the 2626ADisplay Station splits its display screeninto
as many as four windows, each with independent data. The
dual datacommports allow thesewindows to communicate
with more than one computer program at once.
The optional built-in thermal printer avoids the problems
of expensive,distant, large, and noisy impact printers. It
was considered essentialto be able to print whatever was on
the screen,such asforms and specialcharactersets,and the
integral printer makes this possible.
To allow a user to draw simple bar charts without
graphics capability, one of the terminal's character sets has
been expanded to include appropriate characters. The
forms-drawing keys make it easyto design data entry forms.
Foreign Ianguage support is an important goal in the
international marketplace.The 2626A provides six European languages,including mute and overshike characters.
The 26264 uses HP's silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) largescaleintegrated circuit process.This and other design features make it possible to offer a terminal with a much
improved and expandedfeaturesetfor a cost comparableto
an HP 2645A.

of softkey levels having similar functions.
Workspaces and Windows
When the terminal is powered on, it partitions memory
into displayablelines of equal sizes.The user can select a
length from B0 to 1.60charactersper line. Lines 132 characters wide, for instance,are useful for holding datato be sent

Form 4
tl
Workspace4

Data

Form 3
tl

Softkeys
To allow easyaccessto terminal functions, the 2626A has
eight softkeysthat do not have fixed functions. A two-rowhigh label at the bottom of the screenjust aboveeachsoftkey
indicates its current function. A function key that indicates
hasan asteriskon
a terminal mode, such asREMOTHLOCAL,
its label when the corresponding function is on. The
softkeyscan be locked so the terminal stayswithin a group
Workspace 1

1

'I

Workspace 2 80

Workspace 4 Bo

,,L

l

Flg.2. ln this example, portions of three 26264 workspaces
are displayed in windows on the screen. Workspace 4 is not
displayed.
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Form 4

Workspace 4

Undisplayed
Workspaces

-lt

Flg.3. (a) ln this example, the terminal has four workspaces,
each holding a form. Workspace 1 is displayed in the
keyboard window and the uset can type data into form 1.
Workspaces2,3, and 4 are not displayed in a screen window.
The host computer is connected to workspacelwindow 1. (b)
After the user presses the ENIEa key the host displays workspace 2 in the keyboard window and workspace 1 is no longer
displayed. The host remains attached to workspace 1 and
receives the data just entered while the user fills form 2 in
workspace 2.

to a computer line printer. The user can group these lines
into workspaces,each with a fixed number of lines. For
example, the user could set up the terminal to have two
workspacesof 80-characterlines, workspacet with 40 lines
and workspace2 with 70 lines. Up to four workspacesare
allowed. Multiple workspacesare useful for doing several
different jobs on the terminal at the same time.
All workspacescan be displayed on the screen simultaneously to give an overall view of what the terminal is
doing. The screencan be divided into display windows that
show all or part of the workspaces.To continue the above
example, workspace 1 might be viewed in a display window from the first through the tenth screenrows, and workspace2 might be seenin a window from screenrows eleven
through twenty-four. Dotted lines separatewindows on the
screento avoid confusion. The terminal also has a vertical
border on the screen to allow left and right windows. A
workspaceneed not be displayed to be functional. A workspacethat is closed (i.e., has no display window) can receive and send data. Fig. z shows an example of a
workspace/window configuration.
To avoid ambiguity, all keyboard input affectsonly one
workspace at a time, the one in which the cursor resides.
Typed data appears only in this keyboard workspace/
window, not in any other window. Local editing keys,such
as delete character,take effect only in this window, and so
on, The user can changethe keyboardwindow by meansof
a softkey.
Each workspace operatesindependently, so that workspaces can be used to perform different tasks with a
computer. Most operating modes of the terminal are or can
be on a workspace basis. Some of the modes are always
associatedwith a workspace,such as FORMATmode, which
allows a window to be used as a form, limiting the user to
typing data into unprotected fields. Other modes are
grouped into a terminal configuration,which may be freely
attached to workspaces.Supposethat in terminal configuration 1, REMOTEmode is on, and in terminal configuration 2, REMOTEmode is off. If terminal configuration 1 is
used for both workspaces, 1 and 2, then both will have
REMOTEon. If workspace 1 uses terminal configuration 1
and workspace2 usesterminal configuration 2, then workspacet has REMOTEon and workspace2 has REMOTEoff.
There are four terminal configurations so that each workspace can have its own configuration. This is desirable
when workspacesareto be used for different kinds of jobs.
The workspace/window configuration can be set locally
on a menu or remotely by escapesequencessent from the
host computer.
A datacommunicationsport can be attachedto any one of
the workspacesat a given time. Data flow is to and from that
workspace only; other workspaces are unaffected. The data
entry examplein Fig. 3 illustrates how this feature is used.
A data entry application program in the host computer first
createsfour workspacesin the 2626,\ terminal and attaches
its host's data communications port to each workspace in
turn to transmit a form to it. After it sends all the forms, it
displays the workspace that has the first form and makes it
the keyboardworkspaceso the user can begin entering data
into the form. When the user pressesthe ENTERkey, the
program displays the secondworkspacewith the next form

and attaches the keyboard to it. The host program then
attachesitself to the first workspaceto receivethe datajust
entered on the form. The user continues entering data into
the second form while this transfer is in progress.This
concurrency results in greater throughput and operator
productivity.
To fine-tune a window configuration, the user can move
the horizontal and vertical borders with softkeys.Another
softkey moves the cursor to the next screenwindow, and
another displays the next workspace that is not currently
displayedon the screen.Wheneverthe line length is greater
than the screenwidth of a window, the datamav be scrolled
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Fig.4. Uses of the dual data communicationsports. (a) port 1
is attached to a computer. Port 2, when not rn use as a
datacomm port, can be attached to a serial printer ot other
RS-232-Cdevice. (b) Each port is attached to a different host
computer. (c) Both portsare attached to the samecomputer.
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horizontally. If the vertical border were at screen column
30, for example, a right window would have only 50 columns displayed and horizontal scrolling would be necessary to view aII the data.
Dual Data Communications Ports
To further enhanceits multitasking capability, the 2626,{
has two ports for data communication. When a port is attachedto a workspace,it meansthat datareceivedfrom that
port is processedand/or displayed in that workspace.If the
user enters data in that workspace (by pressing ENTER
while that workspaceis the keyboard workspace/window,
for example) the terminal sends data through that port. A
port, workspaceand terminal configuration togethermake
up a virtual terminal entity.
Fig. 4 shows different possibilities for using both ports.
The two ports can be cabled to the same host or to two
different computers becauseeach port can use a different
data communications protocol. Fig. 5 shows an example
using the two ports attached to two different computers.
Both workspacesthat are attachedto ports can be displayed
on the screenat the sametime in two windows. To make the
terminal truly useful for handling multiple iobs, both
ports/workspacescan be receiving and sending data and a
user can be entering data in a third workspacesimultaneously. A useful single-host application is to use one port
and workspacefor a consoleand anotheras a user terminal,
or a programmermight examinethe output of a compiler for
errors in one workspaceand edit the sourcefile in another
workspace.
Soft Configuration
The 26264 representsan advance over previous terminals in its flexibility and easeof configuration.Thereare no
hardware configuration switches inside the terminal. A
user configuresthe terminal by choosing values on menus
built into the terminal. There are configuration forms for
workspace/windows,data communications for each port,

Fig, 5. /n the top windowlworkspace, a user can examtne a
data baselisting from a computer attached to port 1, and in the
bottom windowlworkspace can get informationneeded fot a
data entryprogram running on a second computer attached to
port 2.
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Fig. 6. New line drawingcharactersmake it easyto draw
high-qualitybar charts.
terminal modes for each workspace, and global terminal
items.A host computer program can also setany configuration item on any menu. The terminal savesconfiguration
data in battery-poweredRAM when ac line power is off. All
configurations can be locked to prevent local alteration in
applications involving less sophisticatedusers. If the optional thermal printer is presentor if an external printer is
attachedto port 2, the usercan print the configuration menu
for further backup.
The 2626,4,provides both point-to-point and multipoint
data communicationsas standardfeatures.Data communication configuration is done by meansof six generalmenus
that cover most full and half-duplex configurationsas well
asmultipoint (multidrop bisynchronous)communications.
Device Control
The 26264 can copy data from one workspaceto one or
more other workspaces.If the receiving workspace is in
REMOTEmode, it will transmit the data just as if it were
typed into that workspace.This allows data transfersfrom
one host to another.An externalprinter can be connectedto
the seconddata communicationsport, which is a standard
RS-232-Cport when it is not used as a data communications port.
One of the 26264 options is a thermal printer integral to
the terminal. The printer is capableof printing all of the
terminal's charactersetsto give exact screencopies.It also
provides normal, expanded (40 characters/line),and compressed (132 characters/line)printing modes. When REPORTmode is on, the printer provides three blank lines at
the top ofeach page,60 lines oftext, and three blank bottom
lines to format standardBtlx11-inch sheets.
A datalogging mode enablesthe terminal to record all the
datait receiveson a printer. When LoG TOPmode is on, the
terminal prints lines as they disappear from the top of a
workspace to the destination printer(s) when all display
lines for the workspaceare used up and the data would be
otherwise lost. LOG BOTTOMcauses the terminal to log
lines as they are received.
Ordinarily, one workspace at a time is copied to the
COPYcopiesthe screento the
destinationdevice(s).SCREEN
printer(s) exactly as it appears,so that all windows displayed are copied.
User-DefinableSoftkeys
When they are not being used for terminal configuration
or control, the 2626A's softkeys can be used to perform
user-definedfunctions. The user-definedfunctions are enabled by pressingthe USERKEYSkey. Each softkey may be

given a definition consisting of as many as B0 displayable
characters. Subsequently, pressing a softkey has the same
effect as pressing all the keys in its definition. Two eightcharacter rows on the screen label each softkey; the labels
are defined by the user. Video and character set enhancements may be embedded directly in the softkey labels and
the B0-displayable-character key definitions. This allows
eye-catching labels and more information in the definitions. The ENTER and RETURN keys are also softkeys.
Another key sets the default values of the user softkeys.
Sketch Forms Facility
The HP 264X family of terminals has a line drawing
character set to represent forms. The sketch forms facility of
the 2626,\ makes it much easier to use this set by providing
a set of keys to draw horizontal and vertical lines. The
drawn lines do not overwrite text orfields. When horizontal
and vertical lines cross, the correct intersection character is
automatically selected. The user initially selects through
softkeys the line type desired (single, double or bold) and
the video enhancement desired for the line. Another set of
keys automatically draws a box around either the margins
(left, right, top and bottom) or the displayed data.
Video Enhancements
Video enhancements and character sets were previously
selected only by escape sequence.The 2626,{ user can also
select them with softkeys. The line-drawing, math, and
Iarge-character sets have all been expanded to 96 characters. With the new line-drawing characters, for instance, the
user can create bar charts as shown in Fig. 6. If a portion of
the workspace has the new security enhancement, it displays as blanks, no matter what data is there. This enhancement is useful for password fields and for other secure
fields. For users who prefer black-on-white lettering, the
black background can be switched to inverse video.

ForeignLanguages
The2626.\hasISOcharacter
setsfor thefollowingEuropean languages: Swedish/Finnish, Danish/Norwegian,
French, German, United Kingdom, and Spanish. Keyboards
are available for all these languages. The terminal is set to
operate for a given language by making a selection on the
global configuration menu. AII the language capability is
built into the terminal; a user needs only the appropriate
keyboard with the special character keycaps and key
placements and the extra character set ROM.
Fig. 7 illustrates the new language option characters.
Some of the languages provide a mute and overstrike capability. For example, when the terminal is configured for
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Fig. 7, Special characters,including overstrikecharacters,
are available.

French with mutes enabled,typing a circumflex displays it
without moving the cursor. When the letter a is typed, the
characteris replacedby the letter a with a circumflex over it.
The terminal providesan eight-bit mode for the Hp 300A in
which charactersare shifted into the alternatecharacterset
by setting the eighth bit. When the foreign charactersor
Roman extensionset is selectedas the alternate,the terminal can operatewith an HP 300A doing foreign processing.
Terminal Tests and Error Messages
The 2626A offers a powerful set of internal tests.
Wheneverthe terminal is powered on, it performsa self-test
to give the user an immediate indication of terminal malfunction. A more comprehensivetest is usedby production
during the burn-in time of the terminal. This test logs any
errorsfound into the battery-poweredRAM. The data communications test facility is menu-driven and allows a variety oftestson eachport. The integral printer testprints a test
pattern on the thermal printer. Each ROM in the terminal
has identification information that can be displayed on the
screen;this is useful to customerengineersin determining
the exact version of firmware in the terminal. All of these
tests can be invoked by softkeys and do not require
downloading a diagnostic into terminal memory. A customer can perform a test and pass on the results to a customer engineer over the telephone, making service calls
less frequent and more efficient.
All of the self-testsproduce error messagesindicating
any problems found. Some user operations can also produce enors, such ascertainillegal settingson the configuration menus. If a user attempts to set such a configuration,
the terminal displays an explanatory message.All error
messagesappear on the bottom two lines of the screen
replacing the softkey labels until the messageis cleared.
The rest of the screenremains visible so the user can more
easily determine the error.
Additional Features
Among the 2626A'sfeaturesis a programmablebell with
15 tones,16 durations,and two volume levels.Severalnew
kinds of terminal statusare also offered.For example,window status shows the current workspace/window configGary C. Staas
Gary Staaswas born in Dayton,Ohio
and attendedthe Universityof Dayton,
graduatingin 1969witha BSdegreein
mathematics.
In 1971 he receivedhis
MS degree in statisticsfrom Stanford
University.
Afterthreeyearsdeveloping
softwarefor hospitalinformationsystems,hejoinedHP'sDataTerminals
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26264 and other terminals.Gary is a
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ScottsValley,California.
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as skiing,easternphilosophy,
running,backpacking,public
speaking,and humor.Recentlyhe leftHP to pursuehis careerwith
anothercomputerfirm.
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uration. and terminal ID identifies the terminal as a 2626A.
Modify modesallow a user to modify a line on the screen
and retransmit it to the host. When the TAB : SPACES
featureis on, pressingthe TABkey transmitsthe appropriate
number of spaces to take the cursor to the next tab stop
rather than sending a tab character.BACKTAB sends the
appropriatenumber of backspacesto the previous tab stop.
This makesit easyto createtext files for applications that do
not understand tab characters.
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Display Station'sUserInterfacels
DesignedFor IncreasedProductivity
by GordonC. Graham
PRIMARY CONTRIBUTION of the HP 2626A Display Station is its advanced user interface, which
allows quick accessto the many features of the terminal. An important design goal in this project was to
make the terminal easy to use. Becausethis terminal has
more features than previous alphanumeric terminals
d e v e l o p e d b y H P , e a s y a c c e s sr e q u i r e d a t h o r o u g h ,
thoughtful approach to the user interface.
Elements of the User Interface
All user interfaceshave four elementsin common:
User Model. This is the mental model that the user of a
product forms as to how the equipment functions. If the
product hasbeencarefully designed,the userautomatically
developsa good understanding,or model, of how it works,
and will use the product's features naturally instead of
resorting to the operator'smanual every time a new situation arises.This area is a very important part of the total
design. Each new feature and every change to an existing
feature must be carefully evaluated to ensure that it is completely consistentwith the operation of all other features,
and that its use is natural to the operator.
Command Language. The command language is closely
related to the user model and is in fact a concreterepresentation of it. It is by meansof the command languagethat the
user accessesthe features of a product. The commands
should all relate to each other in a consistent,systematic
way, and should include provisions for aborting commands
and handling errors.
Feedback from the Instrument. Feedback from the instrument in response to commands tells the user about the
completion statusof any command. Proper design of feedback mechanismsinspires confidence that the instrument
is being used properly and is performing the desired functions. Feedbackis also usedto point out errorsto the user as
soon as they are detected.
1981
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Information Fresented to User. This is closely related to
feedback.The central issueis how to display information in
a manner that promotes the most effective interaction between the user and the instrument. Both visual and audible
meanscan be used.Generally,the form that visual information takes must be tailored to the characteristicsof the
display.
Application of these guidelines to the 26264 is mainly
reflected in two areas:screen-labeledsoftkevs and menudriven configuration.
Screen-Labeled Softkey
Earlier terminals provided accessto their features by
means of function keys on the keyboard.These keys had a
fixed task associatedwith them, such as home the cursor or
clear the display. This approach was satisfactory as long as
the function setwas small. Laterterminals, with many more
functions,required the userto type in escapesequences(the
ESCkey followed by one or more other keystrokes) to exercise many of the functions. These escapesequenceswere
designed for use by a host computer system driving the
terminal and so were designedfor compactnessrather than
ease of use. The result was that many of the advanced
featuresof theseterminals were used only by sophisticated
userswilling to memorize or look up the escapesequences.
To solve theseproblems,more recent terminals have introduced the concept of tree-structured, screen-labeled
softkeys.The 2626A has extended this approach.
Softkeysare keys that do not have a dedicatedfunction,
but instead perform many different functions depending
upon the stateof the terminal. To indicate the current function ofa 2626A softkey,a visual representationofthe key is
displayed on the screen with a label describing the key's
current function (seeFig. 1). A softkeymay either perform a
terminal function or causea new set of softkey labels to be
displayedon the screen,thus assigninga new setoffeatures

Flg.2. Thetop levelof the softkeytrce. Eachkey causesa
branchto a separatefunctionalareaof the termina!.

Ffg.1. Ihe relationship
betweentheeightsoftkeys
andtheir
screenlabels.
to all ofthe softkeys.Eachset oflabels can be thought ofas a
node of a softkey tree, hence the name tree-structured,
screen-labeledsoftkeys.
Within the terminal family of which the 26264 is a
member, a softkey labeling convention has been established. A key that performs a function is labeled in capital
letters, while a key that performs a branch to a new set of
softkeysis labeledin lower-caseletters.Fig. 2 indicatesthe
labelsdisplayedat the top level ofthe softkeytree.Theseare
all lower-case,so each branches to a separatefunctional
area of the terminal. This is the functional choice level of
the softkeytree, often referredto as the AIDSlevel. There is,
in fact, a dedicated key labeled AIDSthat always displays
these labels when pressed,thus providing easy accessto
the top of the softkey tree.
An example will illustrate severalpoints. Supposeyou
wish to enhancea certain section oftext on the CRT screen
by displaying it in blinking inversevideo. Pressingthe AIDS
key returns the terminal to the top of the softkeytree.Pressing the fifth softkey, labeled enhancevideo,then causesa
branch to the video enhancementlevel and displays the
labelsshown in Fig. S.The keyslabeledINVERSE
VIDEOand
BLINKVIDEO(f5 and f6) can then be pressedto indicate the
desired combination of enhancements.In responseto this,
asterisksappearin the lower right-hand cornersof thesekey
labels to indicate they have been selected.Next, the cursor
is positioned on the screenat the starting position for the
selected enhancements.When this is accomplished, the

SETENHNCMNTkey is pressedto propagate the selected
combination. To end the enhancementthe cursor is placed
at the ending position and SETENHNCMNT
is again pressed.
That's all there is to it. The softkey labels direct the user
through the entire operation. If a mistake is made when
selectingenhancements,pressingthe erroneouskey a second time toggles the displayed asteriskoff, thus reversing
its selection.
Contrast this to the older method. First there was no
indication to the occasionaluser that video enhancements
were available in the terminal (the enhancevideo key serves
this function in the 2626.\). Once aware, the user would
have to position the cursor to the desired starting position
and type in
escape
&dC
to propagatethe enhancement,then reposition the cursor
and type
escape
&d@
t o t e r m i n a t e i t . T h e s e e s c a p e s e q u e n c e sh a d t o b e
memorized or found by looking through the terminal referencemanual, either of which requires a much higher level
of sophistication than letting the softkey labels direct the
user's actions to the desiredresult. It should be noted that
all 2626A features are still accessibleto the host system
through escapesequences.The softkey tree is simply a
user-orientedmeans of accomplishing the same thing.
The 2626A softkey tree is shown in Fig. 4. Each row of
softkey labels representsone level (or node) of the softkey
tree and the labels within that level identify the functions
available there. The auows between rows indicate the
transitions that are possible between levels using the
branching flower-case)keys.
Relating 2626A softkey operation to the four areasof user
interface design leads to the following conclusions.First,
extensive use of tree-structured,screen-labeledsoftkeys
significantly improves the user model by breaking the terminal feature set into smaller functionally related areas,
eachaccessiblethrough branching keys. Second,the use of
softkeys makes for a particularly simple command language.All featuresare availablewith a few keystrokes(often one) and there is virtually no syntax to learn or

Fig, 3. Ihe video enhancement level of the softkey tree.
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memorize. Consistent labeling conventions further
simplify the command language by visually differentiating
between function softkeys and branching sof&eys. Third,
the structure of the softkey tree presents several opportunities for enhancing the display of information to the
user. Since the softkeys are tree-structured,only relevant
information is presented.The use of sixteen charactersto
label key functions exceedswhat can be placed on a normal
keytop and thus makes it easier to understand the function
of the key.
Menu-Driven Configuratlon
Early terminals were designedfor specific purposesand
their featuresetsdid not have a great deal ofbreadth. Later
designsoffered featuresthat coveredlarger portions ofthe
total terminal market. Some of these featureswere added as
optional extras, while some were available as strap options
within the terminal. Straps usually took one of two forms,
either a physical switch on a printed circuit board or some
type of wire jumper. The terminal could be made to exhibit
a different feature set simply by modifying the arrangement
of internal straps. The user became aware of the straps and
their related meaningsby reading the referencemanual for
the terminal, To alter the strapsthe user had to unplug the
terminal, open the case, locate the board containing the
strap, remove it, locate the strap, make the adjustment,
reassemblethe terminal, turn it on, and verify the operation
of the terminal with the modified strap.
Strapping the terminal in this way, and setting a few
external switches, such as the baud rate and duplex controls for data communications, is called configuring
the terminal.
To enhance the user interface in this area and make the
full terminal feature set accessible to all users rather than
just the skilled few, the 2626A uses a menu approach to
accomplish the same result. There are no physical shaps
inside the 2626A,so a userwill never haveto open the case.
All configuration items are selected simply by choosing
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Flg.4. 2626A softkey tree. Each
row of labels represenfs one level
of the tree and the labels within
that level identify the functions
available there. The arrows between rows indicate the transactions that are possib/e using the
branching (lower-case) keys.

menu items displayed on the CRT screenduring configuration mode. This approachnot only improves the user interface but also eliminates keyboard and internal switches.
Thanks to the relative easeof this approach it is now feasible to reconfigurethe terminal quickly for different applications.
The terminal's feature set is broken into four smaller
areas,eachwith its own configuration menu. The four areas
are: global configuration, window configuration, terminal
configuration, and datacomm configuration. Since the
2626A can act like four virtual terminals, there are four
terminal configuration menus. Similarly, there are two
datacomm configuration menus to accommodatethe two
datacommports.
Global Configuration. Contains configuration items global
to all four virtual terminals. Examples are the terminal
language (USASCII or one of the six international languages)and frame rate (50 Hz or 60 Hz).
Window Configuration. Containsall items associatedwith
the window/workspace relationships within the terminal.
This configuration menu is used to partition the terminal's
memory into workspacesand to partition the CRT screen
into windows.
Terminal Configuration. Contains all items specific to a
given virtual terminal, i.e., virtual terminal modes (remote,
block, format, etc.),handshakingrequirements,and choice
of alternatecharactersets.
Datacomm Configuration. Contains all datacomm items.

Ffg. 5. Ihe configuration level of the softkey trce.

One first chooses from a set of menus describing the various
datacomm protocols supported by the terminal and then
fills out the configuration items for that particular protocol.
An example will best illustrate the use of configuration
menus. Suppose that the terminal language is to be changed
from USASCII to Danish. Like all other features the configuration menus are accessed through the softkeys. Pressing
the AIDS key returns the terminal to the top softkey level.
Then, pressing config keys (f8) causes a branch that displays
a set of softkey labels allowing access to all of the configuration menus in the terminal (Fig. 5). Since the terminal
language is a global item, pressing f1 (global config) brings
up the appropriate menu (see Fig. 6). Note that the first
configuration item on the second line of this menu is the
language specification.
To change this the cursor is positioned in the field and the
softkey labeled NEXT cHoICE (f3) is used to scroll through a
list of all available languages. Each depression of this key
displays the mnemonic associated with one of the languages supported by the terminal. For our example, two
depressions are required to display the desired mnemonic,
DANSK/NORSK(Danish/Norwegian). At this point any other
changes required in the global configuration menu can be
made using a similar approach. When all changes have
been completed and the SAVE CONFIGkey (fl) pressed, all
changed items are activated. Typically, this is all that is
required to change any configuration item in the terminal.
Once again, the softkey labels combined with Englishlanguage field names in the configuration menu lead the
user through the operation.
Within a configuration menu the cursor can be quickly
advanced from field to field with a single depression of the
TAB key. the BACK TAB key returns it to the previous field,
allowing quick access to all menu items.
Values are selected for each configuration item in one of
two ways. If the value field of the configuration item is
underlined, it implies that the NEXT CHOICE/PREVCHOICE
softkeys are to be used to scroll forward/backward through a
predefined list of values for that field (as in our example). If
not underlined, then the user types in the choice directly
from the keyboard. Depressing f4 (DEFAULT VALUES) or f5
(POWERON VALUES) causes the entire menu to be refreshed

Fig.6. Global terminal configuration menu

with either the default values stored in ROM or the poweron values stored in nonvolatile RAM.
Let's review the above featureswith respectto the four
guidelines for designing user interfaces. As with the
softkeys,the configuration menus enhancethe user model
by dividing the entire terminal function set into smaller
related groups. All items associatedwith each functional
areaare presentedon the sameconfiguration menu, while
unrelated items are always contained on other menus.This
helps the user develop an understandingof the terminal by
understanding its subfunctions.
The command language used to configure the 26264 is
very simple. Oncethe appropriatemenu is displayed,items
to be modified are selectedwith the cursor and the user
either types in the new value or selectsfrom a predefined list
of values. Again, there is no syntax to learn or remember.
Feedbackto the usei takes several forms during configuration. When using the NEXTCHOICE/PREV
CHOICEkeys
the value of eachchoice is fed back via an English-language
mnemonic in the selectedfield. When values are entered
directly from the keyboard, the range of each value is
checked and the consistencyof all menu items is verified.
When erroneousentriesaredetectedthe useris informed by
error messagesin the softkey label area,and the cursor is
placed in the offending field to aid in correcting the error.
It is particularly in the areaof presenting information to
the user that the configuration menus make a large contribution. In the older schemes,eachstrapwas given a letter
identifier. This letter was then associatedwith its function
in the referencemanual for the terminal. With configuration menus, each "strap" is given an English-language
mnemonic describing its function. The equivalent letter
identifier is parenthetically included to maintain consistency with older products and with existing applications
that may refer to straps by letter only. The fact that all
choicesavailable to the user are displayed at once greatly
enhancesthe user'sability to make quick, accuratechanges
in the configuration without resorting to a manual. Since
the NEXTCHOICE/PREV
CHOICE
keys presentonly valid data
to the user, the possibility of error is greatly reduced.
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 2626A Display Station
262 mm (10.4in).
SCREENSIZE:150mm x 215 mm (6 in x 8.5 in) diagonalmeasurement
25thand 26thlor labeling
SCREENCAPACITY:24lines x 80 columns(1920characters).
ol functiorvsottkeysor as msssage/statuslines.
CHARACTER GENERATION:7 x 1 1 enhanceddot matlix with inlerstitialdotsi 9 x 15 dot
character cell; non-interlacedraster scan.
CHARACTERSIZE:2.4 mm x 3.5 mm (.094in x .138 in).
CHARACTER SET: Upper/lowercase, displayablecontrol codes, extended line drawing.
Optional math symbols, large characters, Finnish/Swedish,Danish/Norwegian,French,
German, Spanish and U.K. characters.
CURSOR: Blinking-underline,blinking-squarefor insert mode.
DISPLAY ENHANCEMENTS:Inverse video, underline,blink, security.
REFRESH RATE: 60 Hz (50 Hz optional).
TUBE PHOSPHOR:P4.
IMPLOSION PROTECTION:Tension Band.
MEMORY: 8o characters by 119 Iines including a delault datacomm bulfer. (Butfer expandableto 2K bytesJeduces memory to 80 charactersby 107 lines.) 128 bytes nonvolatile conligurationmemory (battery powered).
KEYBOARD: Full ASCII code keyboard;eight screen-labeledkeys; cursor controls;
'1.2-m(4
fi) cable.Optional
14-key numericpad; auto-repeat;N-key rollover;detachedwith
Finnish/Swedish,
Danish/Norwegian,
French,German,Spanish,and U.K. keycaps.

DataCommunications
DATA RATE: 110, 134.5, 150, 200, 300, 600, 1200, 1800, 2000, 2400,4800, 9600 baud and
external.Op€rationwith control codes, escape sequences,integralprinter,or baud rates
abovs 4800 may rgquire CPU supplieddelays or handshakes.Typical printerthroughput
is 60 cps. Full 24 x 80 line character screen copies in 18 seconds.
PORT 1 ASYNCHRONOUS/SYNCHRONOUS
INTERFAGE (50 PIN): EIA standard
RS-232-C;Iully@mpatiblewith Bell 103A, 202ClD/S/Tmodems.Choice ol main channel
and/or reverse channsl in half-duplex.CCITT V.24 hardware handshakingavailable.
Accessory pods provide current loop (13266A), asynchronous or synchronous mullipoint ( 13267Afirst terminal,and 132684 daisy-chainterminal.300 Baud Modem 132684
U.S. only).
TRANSMISSION MODES: Full or half-duplex,asynchronous,synchronous.
PORT 2 ASYNCHRONOUS/SYNCHRONOUS
INTERFACE (25 PIN): EIA standard
RS-232-C;fully compatiblewith Bell 103Amodems,202ClD/S/Tmodems.Choice ol main
channel and/or reverse channel in half-duplex.CCITT V.24, hardware handshakingfor
control ot external printer.
TRANSMISSIONMODES: Full or hall-duplex,asynchronous,synchronous(does not
support HP Multipointpolled protocol).
OPERATINGMODES (BOTH POFTS): On-line;off-line;character,line modify,line and
block.
PARITY:Selectable;even, odd, none,0, 1.

ENVIRONMENTALCONOITIONS
TEMPERATURE,FBEE SPACE AMBIENT: Non-Operating:-40 to +60rc (-40 to
+ 140"F).
Operating:0to +55"C (+32 to +131'F).
WITH OPTION050: Operating:+5 to +40'C (+4'1 to +104"F).
HUMIDITY:5 to 95% (non-condensing).
WITH OPTION 050: 5 to 80o/.(non-condensing).
ALTITUDE: Non-Operating:Sea level to 15240 metres (50,000 tt).
Operating:Sea level to 4572 metres (15,000 tt).
VIBBATIONAND SHOCK:Vibration:0.38 mm (0.015in) pp, 5 to 55 Hz, 3 axis
S h o c k : 2 0g , 1 1 m s , % s i n e .
Type lested to quality for normal shipping and handling in
originalshippingcontainer.
PRODUCT SAFETY
Product meets the requirementsof the following safety agencies for EDP equipment
and/or office equipmentin the lollowing countlies:Canada-CSA, Finland-FEl,
Germany-VDE, Switzerland-SEV, U.K.-BSl, United States-U.-.
PHYSICALSPECIFICATIONS
otsPLAY MONITORWEIGHT:16.8 kg (37 lb).
wirh option 050: 19.0kg (42 lb).
KEYBOARDWEIGHT:2.0 kg (4.4 lb).
DISPLAYMONITORDIMENSIONS:380 mm W x 475 mm D x 440 mm H (15.0 x
18.7 x 17.3in); 665 mm D (26.2 in) includingkeyboard.
K E Y B O A R DD I M E N S I O N S4 :3 0 m m W x 1 9 0 m m O x 7 5 m m H ( 1 7 x 7 . 5 x 3 . 0 i n )
ORDERINGINFORMATION:
Prices in

u.s.A.
26264

Option
OO1
OO2
OO3
OO4
OO5
006
013
O14
015
016
O5O
2O1

General
POWERREOUIREMENTS
INPUTVOLTAGE:
100/120V(+5%, 10o/o)
at 60 Hzl!5o/o')
100l22ol24ov (+5./", -1oyo') at 50 Hz ( 15%)
-25/o)1230V
with Option050
115Vl+10o/o
l+1076,-15%)at50/60H2(t5ol")
POWERCONSUMPTION:75W
with Option 050
120W

Srinivas Sukumar performed the detailed design of the
configuration menus. Special appreciation is given to
Tom Anderson for his help in defining the user interface
for the windows and workspaces in the 2626A. The untiring efforts of Gary Lum and Frank Santos in verifying
proper operation of the 2626,t deserve special mention.
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Display Station.ASCII keyboald with numeric pad, 80 character
by 119 lines display memory, serial l/O port, 60 Hz, 110 volt
ooeration.

$4150

Finnish/Swedishcharacler set and keyboardt
Danish/Nomegiancharacter set and keyboardt
French character set and keyboardf
German character set and keyboardt
United Kingdom charactel set and keyboardt
Spanish Language characterset and keyboardt
240V.50 Hz operation
100V,60 Hz operalion
220V,50 Hz oDeration
100V.50 Hz operation
Integralforms copy thermal printer, 120 characters-per-second
using 8Yr-inch-widepaper
Math and Large Charactersets. (Standardwith any language
ootion)

265
265
265
265
265
265

1210
265

tDeleles U.S. keyboardand includes math and large character sets.
MANUFACTURINGOlVlSlOt{:DATATERMINALSDIVISION
974 East Arques Avenue
Sunnvvale.Calitornia9,1086U.S.A.
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1. W.M. Newman and R.F. Sproull, "User Interface Design," Principles of Interactive Computer Graphics, Second Edition, Chapter
28. McGraw-Hill Book company, New York, t979.

Hardwareand FirmwareSupportfor Four
virtualrerminalsin one Display Station
by SrinivasSukumarand John D. Wiese
HE 26264 DISPLAY STATION is a sophisticated
CRT terminal with featuresthat form a superset of
the 26454 Terminal's feature set. With its windowing capabilitiesand dual communicationsports, the 2626A
can function as up to four virtual terminals. It has a custom
SOSvideo controller chip, BOKbytes of ROM, SZKbytes of
display RAM and 2K bytes ofprogram RAM for variables.
A fast characterROM containing ASCII and extended line
drawing charactersis a standardfeature.
The 2626A representsa significant contribution to CRT
display terminal capabilities. The following objectives
guided its design and development:
r 2645A-compatiblefeature set. Becauseof HP's large established customer base, it was considered mandatory
that all host applications and device drivers developed
for the 2645A function as well as with the 2626A.
r Improvement in price/performanceratio. To meet the
needsofincreasingly sophisticatedusersand takeadvantageof new technology,a significant enhancementof the
feature set was required.
r Easeofuse. There are many useful featuresin the 26454
that are tedious to use and require a detailed knowledge
of the terminal's control sequences.A good example is
the designof forms.The HP 2626,\ provides easieraccess
to all terminal features.There are no hardware strapsto
be setby the user.Instead,menusprovide a highly visible
means of configuring the terminal and displaying its
current state.
r Ease of manufacturing, reliability, and easy serviceability.
Firmware Design
The terminal's featuresetis provided by a combination of
hardwareand firmware (microprogramsstoredin read-only
memory).One of the main goalsof the firmware design was
modularity. This is achievedby a clear specification of the
firmware interfaces. The firmware modules called intrinsics in the 2626A provide the interface between the
hardware and the main code so that the main code is not
overly burdened with the hardware aspectsof the design.
The firmware in the 2626A is divided into six major parts:
the main code,the operatingsystem,the display intrinsics,
the keyboard intrinsics, the datacomm intrinsics, and the
printer intrinsics. The main code controls all the terminal's
features,therebyproviding the 26264 with its personality.
All input processingbeyond the interrupt serviceroutines
is done by the main code.
Traditionally, terminals do not have an operatingsystem.
The 26264 has a simple operating systemthat is adequate
for its needs. In studying the various functions that the
terminal has to perform, the following tasks can be identified:

Input from datacomm port(s)
Datacommoutput(s)
Keyboard input
Block mode process.A block of data is transmitted when
the ENTERkey is hit.
r Device transfers.Data is transferredfrom the datacomm
port to devices like workspacesand printers.
r Usersoftkey processing.A user-definedstring of characters is processedwhen a softkey is pressed.
The operating systemon the HP 2626A is designedto control the execution of thesetasks as the system (terminal) is
responding to interrupts from its I/O ports.
A task in the 26264 may be in one of three states:waiting,
scheduledor executing.If a task is currently executing,in
the absenceof a hardware interrupt it remains in control
until it gives up control to the operatingsystemby WAITing
orYIELDing.That is, the operatingsystemnever specifically
takes control away from an executing task. After the task
WAITs or YIELDs,the operating system looks to see if
anothertask has been scheduledand executesthe first one
that it encounters.It examines all tasks in a round-robin
fashion such that the last task executed is the last task
checked when the search is made to find another task to
which to give control.
How long a taskremainsin control dependson the device
or function associatedwith the task. For example,all tasks
associatedwith I/O devicesWAITafterall the charactersin a
burst from that device have beenprocessed.But thesetasks
YIELDafter processinga certain fixed number of characters
in a burst. The datacommtasks process256 charactersbefore YIELDing,but the keyboardYIELDsafter each character
processed.Taskscontrolling BLOCKmode and devicetransfers WAIT after the complete data transferis done. But they
YIELDafter processingone line of display memory.
Interwoven into this multitasking system is the concept
of windows and workspaces.A workspace is a block of
display memory that can be associatedwith a display
screen window. Traditionally a workspace is all of display memory in a terminal and a window is the 24-line
screenthat is currently visible. The 2626.{ hasfour possible
workspaces,with the number of columns in eachconfigurablefrom B0to 160 characters.The total in all workspacesis
119 lines of B0 characters.As the line width increasesthe
number of lines available decreasesproportionally.
Eachtask in the terminal is associatedwith a workspace.
This association is established through the terminal
workspace/window configuration, which can attach a
datacomm port to a workspace and the keyboard to another
workspace.Thus the 262.6Acan processinputs from both
datacomm ports and the keyboard simultaneously.
r
r
r
r
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Flg.1. The 2626Adisplay section
is controlled by the video control
chip (VCC). This large-scale integrated circuit makes the display
sectrbn very simple.

Terminal Intrinsics
The display intrinsics are designedto interfacewith the
video controller (seearticle, page16) and the display memory. These also have the workspace/window concepts built
into them. At any point in time all the functional intrinsics
operate on the currently active workspace. Whenever a
device becomesactive, the workspace associatedwith that
device gets activated and the function to be performed by
the character is executed in that workspace, whether it
involves displaying the character or executing the control
function associatedwith it. The display intrinsics can be
classified into six major groups:
r Configuration of workspaces
r Configuration of windows
r Screen related functions like scrolling
r Display of characters
r Control of cursor movement
r Display memory partitioning, allocation and deallocation.
The keyboard intrinsics are completely table-driven, so
that the various keyboardoptions like the Danish,German,
Swedish, French, Spanish and Katakanakeyboardscan be
supported in addition to the standardtypewriter-styleU.S.
keyboard. The keyboard intrinsics isolate the hardwaredependentaspectsof the keyboardfrom the logical operations and data neededby the main code.
The datacommintrinsics provide the interface between
the main code and the datacomm hardware. This is a
character interface independent of the current protocol.
That is, the main code does not have to know at any point
whether the current datacomm configuration is point-topoint or multipoint. The datacommcode operatesusing a
context area that is set up during terminal configuration.
The point-to-point driver is completelyreentrantso that the
samecode can be used for both ports even when one of the
ports is configured as a printer port.
MARoH1981
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The print mechanism used in the 26264 has a dot interface, which requires that all character dot information be
sent to the printer from the main code.The dots sent to the
printer are the same character dots that are used by the
video controller to display the data. Thus everything on the
screen can be printed. The printer intrinsics control the
printing of the characters as well as the position of the
printhead. Thus some optimization is done to skip over
blank characters and to print in both directions.
Hardware Design
To meet the goalsof reliability, serviceabilityand easeof
manufacture, the terminal elechonics are on only three
printed circuit boards: the power supply, the sweep, and
terminal logic boards. This structure minimizes the number
of interconnections,increasing reliability and making the
terminal easyto build and service.Any problem in a terminal can be easily isolated and the faulty module quickly
replaced.
The terminal logic board can be divided into four major
sections: the microprocessor and its memory, the two
datacomminterfaces,the keyboardscanner,and the display
section.The microprocessoris a 16-bit HP CMOS SOS device chosen for its speed, low power dissipation, and
input/output oriented instruction set. It is a modified
MCCI called the MCs, which has TTL compatible inputs
and outputs.
The program memory consists of ten 64K-bit ROMs [a0K
words) and tK words of static RAM, which is used for the
stack and for frequently used variables. To preserve the
terminal configuration, a 256x4-bit CMOS RAM is included. It is powered by a battery when the terminal power
is off.
The datacomm section consists of two nearly identical
ports. Port 1 supports synchronous or asynchronous, fullor half-duplex, point-to-point or multipoint communica-

tions protocols.It alsoprovides power to support a family of
external datacomm pods (current loop, multipoint, and a
300 baud modem). Port 2 supports only asynchronous,
full-duplex, point-to-point datacomm.Although Port 1 requires more control lines to support its additional protocols,both ports appearidentical to the microprocessorso
that a single firmware driver can be used to service both
ports. Both ports use a universal synchronous asynchronous receiver/transmitter(USART) and appropriate interface chips to provide an RS-232-Cinterface.
To relieve the MCs of the time-consuming task of scanning the keyboard,the keyboardis scannedby a single-chip
microcomputer.It has 1K bytes of ROM, 64 b],'tesof RAM,
16 input/output lines and an eight-bit interfaceto the MCb.
It is programmed to scan the keyboard, detecting and debouncing changesin the stateof all keys.When it finds that
a key has been pressed,it interrupts the MC5 and reports
both the keycode and the state of the qualifier keys (shift
and control). Eachkey can be programmedto be repeating,
either slow or fast, or nonrepeating.Individual keys can
also be locked out so they will not be reported to the main
processorwhen pressed.The scannerprovides N-key rollover, so overlapping keystrokesof a fast typist will not be
Iost. Besidesscanningthe keyboard,the scanneralso drives
a small speakerin the keyboard.The frequency and duration of the tone areprogrammablefrom the main processor.
Display Section
The display section is responsiblefor storing the data to
be displayed,sendingthe necessaryvideo, horizontaland
vertical drive signals to the sweep to refresh the display,
and supplying character dot information to the microprocessorfor use by the optional thermal printer. A
block diagram of the display sectionis shown in Fig. 1.
The display section is based on the CMOS SOS video
control chip (VCC) describedin the article on page 1.6.
The VCC controlsand refreshesthe 16Kx16-bit dynamic
RAM, which is used to store data and enhancements.The
characterROMs are 3zK-bit CMOS SOS devices with an
accesstime of 150 ns. Each pair of ROMs contains two
charactersets.The 2626A has the full rZ8-characterASCII
set (upper- and lower-caseRoman, numerals and control
characters)and an extendedline drawing setas its standard
set. Optional sets include math and large characters.
The VCC reads its configuration information from the
display memory and also reads a pointer list stored in the
memory by the MC5. The pointer list points to rows of
charactersto be displayed.The VCC picks up a pointer and
begins fetching charactersand their enhancementsat that
address.As each word is read from display memory, the
characterand the characterset select bits are used as an
addressfor the characterROMs.The enhancementsareread
by the VCC,then the dots for the characterareread from the
characterROMs. The VCC modifies the dots with the enhancementsand shifts them out to the sweep.
When the MCS needs to accessthe display memory to
update the pointer lists or to read or write data, it simply
addressesthe desired location as though it were normal
RAM. The VCC holds off the MCS until the next time the
VCC does not need to use the display memory (usually
during horizontal or vertical retrace).The VCC then dis-

ables its addressbus and enablesthe MC5 to addressthe
memory. The VCC then cycles the memory and returns a
signal to the MCs that the operation is complete.
The terminal processorboard is designed to be easily
testedand repaired.An extensiveself-testis run whenever
the terminal is turned on. Any detectederrorsare displayed
on the CRT. The error messagesgenerally point the repair
personto a particular socketedcomponentthat hasfailed. If
replacing this componentdoesnot fix the problem,then the
board is replacedwith a new one.
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lntegratedVideo
A Silicon-on-Sapphire
Controller
by Jean-ClaudeRoy
HE 2626A DISPLAY STATION'S multifaceted personality is best seenthrough its display. The important display design objectives are very high character legibility and quality, hardware-supported windowing
and blank filling, and horizontal and vertical scrolling.
Other requirements are ease of manufacture, reliability,
low cost, and low power consumption.
In support of these objectives a raster-scan displayl
operating at a 24.90-kHzline rate and a 25.7775-MHzdot
rate was chosen.The charactersize is 7 dotsby 1 1 scanlines
inscribedwithin a 9-dot-by-15-linecell. Interstitial dots are
fully encodedso that individual dots canbe shifted one-half
dot spacefor increasedcharacterresolution.
The screenformat consists of 26 rows of B0 characters.
The display may be configured so that any number of contiguous screen rows starting from the top constitute the
upper screen,and the remainder the lower screen.This is
easily doneby having the 2626A firmware seta value for the
demarcationrow that indicates where the split is to occur'
This allows flexible and efficient vertical screenpartitioning into logical blocks. In normal operation the 26264
firmware reservesthe upper 24 rows for the user and the
bottom two rows for the softkey labels.
Horizontal screensplitting within either the upper screen
or the lower screencanbe done by configuring the display's
upper and lower window screen count parameters.Using
these and the demarcationrow it is possible for the firmware to divide the screeninto four independent windows.
To easethe task of discriminating between windows for
the user,a programmabledemarcationline can be turned on
by firmware. This line coincideswith the demarcationrow,
and its position, thickness,and intensity are controlled by
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means of appropriate configuration constants.Similarly, a
right border may be turned on at the interfacebetween the
Ieft and right windows. Finally, a bottom border may be
activated on a row basis for each window to allow for
further screensplitting in the vertical direction.
The two types of cursor supported by the display system
area blinking underscoreand a full charactercell rectangle.
Cursor type, blinking, and underscoreposition within the
cell are all selectedby the firmware through cursor control
words. Moving the cursor inhibits its blinking to make it
visually easierto track for the terminal user.2This is done
by internally comparing the old and new cursor positions
for eachframe and firing a blink-inhibiting digital one-shot
multivibrator if they differ.
The display system supports ten combinations of the
blink, underline, inverse video, half-bright, and security
enhancements.In addition, a full-screen background setting capability allows the user to changethe entire display
from white-on-black to black-on-white or vice versa.Four
charactersetsof 12Bcharacterseachcan be accommodated.
Finally, an internal dot and crosshatchpattern generator
can be invoked to simplify terminal setup and alignment
during manufacture. All of these features are available
through configuration parametersand entriesin the display
memory.
To make this display systempractical and reliable,it was
felt that integration was mandatory.Since no commercially
available CRT controller exists with this flexibility and
Iargerepertoireof features,a new video control chip (VCC)
was developed. All the circuits required to support the
2626A's display system are included in the chip with the
exception of a crystal oscillator, characterROMs, display

2

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the video
control chip (VCC). Several inter'
locked state machines and counters are driven by parameters read
from the display memory (black
lines are control Daths).

memory, sweep circuits, a delay line, and a bus switch.
The reasonsfor integration are compelling. Given the
complexity of this chip, the equivalentin TTL logic would
have required approximately 22Ointegrated circuit packages and used 775 cm2 of six-layer printed circuit board.
This logic would have dissipated approximately 15 watts.
Customintegrationresultedin one componentthat requi-res
about 29 cm2 of board area and dissipatesonly 900 mW'
The decision to implement the VCC in HP's silicon-onsapphire (SOS)process3was based on SOS'shigh speed,
low power, static operation, and reasonabledensity.
Video ControlChip
The VCC has a flexible structure configurable by
firmware to allow a variety of screenformats.Thus it may be
used not only in the 26264 but also in other terminal
products without any redesign. It supports characterenhancementand all dot processing,and has its own built-in
DMA capability.
The VCC is implemented as a hierarchy of interlocked
state machines and counters driven by configuration and
control parametersread from the display memory. A
simplified block diagram of the VCC is shown in Fig. 1.
The mastersequencer,a complex statemachine,controls
the overall operation of the VCC. The algorithm of the
master sequenceris driven both by qualifiers from the raster
generatorrepresentingthe current stateofthe screenand by
configuration information from the firmware. The master
sequencercontrols the address counter, the vertical window counter,and the memory controller. At chip turn-on it
reads the hard configuration area of the display memory
and loads the values into the chip's registers.Theserepresent raster-defining parameters such as the number of
screen rows and columns (seeTable 1). During on-screen
activity the master sequencercoordinatesthe fetching of
pointers and charactersfrom the display memory and during horizontal retraceit controls memory refreshing,Once
per frame it goesthrough a soft configuration housekeeping
cycle and reads such dynamic information as the current
cursor position and the vertical window width.
The addresscounter is 14 bits wide, giving it an addressing range of toK words. Under mastersequencercontrol it
performsthe operationsof row pointer and characterfetching, display memory refreshing,and the addressingof the
hard and soft configuration memory areas.
The memory controller arbitratesprocessoraccessof the
shareddisplay memory. In normal operationthe VCC locks
out the processor during on-screen columns and allows
accessonly during horizontal and vertical retrace.Under
processorcommandthe VCCmay allow itself to be preempted by the processor,which causesscreenblanking. One
use of this mechanism is the interleaving of VCC and processoraccesses.Another use, helpful for whole-screenupdates,involves blanking the entire frame from the time the
processordesires the memory until the start of the frame
following the releaseof the memory.
The video logic consistsofseparatedot and enhancement
processors.Theseacceptthe characterenhancementinformation read from the display memory and the characterdot
information read from the characterROMs. Togetherthese
processorsgenerate the two video signals representing

Table I
Hexadeclmal
Address
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B

c

Hard Contiguration Constants

VHRC
AC
CHDR
SHDR
(0)
SR
(0)
(0)
(0)

ssL
(0)
(0)
RL

Variable Horizontal Retrace Columns
Active Columns
Clear Horlzontal Drive Signal
S€t Horizontal Drive Signal
(not used)
Number of Visible Screen Rows
(not used)
(not used)
(not used)
Starter Scan Lines
(reversed tor testing)
(reserved tor testing)
Scan Lines per Row
Soft Conliguration Constants

1 0 cRow
1 1 ccoL
1 2 cc
1 3 DC
1 4 DLC
1 5 SLD
1 6 SLOR
1 7 DR
1 6 ESL
1 9 VR
1 A LSEA
1 B USEA
1 C LSHM
1 D USHM
1E LSVW
lF USVW
2cl22 (ot
23 (0)
24 (0)

Cursor Row
Cursor Column
Cursor Control
Display Control
Demarkation Line Control
Demarkation Line Starting Scan Line
Demarkation Row Scan Lines
Demarkatlon Row
End Scan Lines
Vertical Retrace Llnes
Lower Screen Enhancement Assignment
Upper Screen Enhancement Assignment
Lower Screen Hardware Mask
Upper Screen Hardware Mask
Lower Screen Vertacal Window
Upper Screen vertical Window
(not used)
(reserved lor testing)
(reserued for testing)

full-bright and half-bright bit streams,which go directly to
the sweepassembly.
The dot timing generator is driven directly by the
25.77"15-MHzdot rate clock. It provides all of the VCC's
internal timing including the high-speedclocking required
by the video logic's parallel-to-serial converters. It also
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Fig. 2, Ihe display memory containstwo configurationarcas'
a pointer list, and the rows of characters to be displayed.
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suppliesthe externaltiming neededfor the display memory
and the characterROMs.The 26264 usesan external delay
line driven by a synchronization signal to generatethe
memory RAS and CAS signals (row and column address
strobe).
The raster generator consists of the column, line, row,
and vertical window counters.Theseconfigurablecounters
representmuch of the VCC'sflexiblity, allowing the chip to
be firmware-configuredfor a variety of applications. The
specific configuration required is loaded into the raster
generator during the hard and soft configuration housekeeping cycles. By way of example,two screenconfigurations are used in the 26264 to selectbetweenthe 60-Hz
United Statesframe rate and the 50-Hz Europeanrate. By
judiciously selectingthe appropriateline counts for vertical retrace and by padding the frame with dummy scan
lines it is possible to select either rate and still maintain
both constantvertical centering and a constant horizontal
scanrate.Framerate selectionis seenby the user asa choice
between 50 Hz and 60 Hz. When a change is made to the
terminal configuration, the firmware modifies two constantsin the soft configurationtable. Beginning on the next
frame, the raster generatorrespondsto the new values by
operating at the new frame rate. This type of flexibility
totally eliminates the need for the usual plethora of
switchesand jumpers.
Display Memory Organization
The display memory may be either 4K or 16K words by 16
bits. It is implemented in the 2626A by means of industry
standarddynamic RAMs. It could also be implemented in
static RAM, PROM, or ROM, provided that the systemtim-

Fig,3. Photomicrographof the video control chip
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ing requirements are met. Dy'namic memories represent the
lowest systemcost for full-screendisplays.However,these
memories must be periodically refreshedto preservetheir
contents. For this reason the VCC performs explicit refresh
cycles as part of its horizontal retraceactivities. Once per
scan line four successivecolumns are cycled. An internal
seven-bit refresh register is kept as part of the address
counter for this purpose.
Accessto the display memory for refreshing the CRT is
done on a real-time basis with no line buffering. The processoris allocated accessduring both horizontal and vertical retraceand may elect to lock out the video systemfor
large block transfers. This representsa reasonablecompromise between memory cost, bandwidth, and memory
availability.
The display memory contains the two configuration
areas,the pointer list, and the rows of charactersto be
displayed. Fig. 2 shows the data structure used. At the
bottom starting at address0 is the hard configuration a-rea.
This is read once at chip turn-on and is never accessed
again. The soft configuration area is located from address
L016to address2416and is read once per frame to update
the dynamic screenparameters.
The pointer list startsat location 25ru and containsthree
words per configured screenrow. Theseare a pointer to the
left window characters, a pointer to the right window
characters,and two concatenatedend-of-databytes.These
bytes representthe number of charactersto display in the
row's left and right window areas,respectively,beforestarting hardware blank filling.
The pointers may be manipulated by the firmware to
implement scrolling, row insert, and other functions. Each
pointer can address the entire 16K range of the display
memory. It is the responsibility of the firmware to build a
valid and consistent data structure since the VCC cannot
write to the display memory nor does it know how big it
really is.
The characterentries in display memory each consist of
seven bits of ASCII representingthe characteritself, four
bits of characterenhancement,and two bits for characterset
selection. The remaining three bits are reserved by the
firmware for 26264 features.Mask registersin the VCCmay
be set to disable the enhancementand characterset select
bits on a half-screenbasis.Theseareusedifa chip's application requiresthe bits to be reassignedto a different purpose.
The logical length of a row of charactersmay be different
from its physical length on the screen.Portions of longer
rows will be off-screenuntil they are scrolled into view.
This is accomplished in firmware by altering the row's
pointer to redefine what is to be displayed in the window.
Shorter rows may be blank-filled by the firmware at the
expense of display memory. Alternatively, the firmware
could use the row's end-of-databyte, which indicateshow
much of the row to display, with the remainder to be
hardware blanked.
VCC lmplementation
Fig. 3 shows a micrograph of the VCC with the principal
blocks labeled.The chip's logic is designedfor maximum
speedin the critical circuits while minimizing area(the die
is 4.9 mm by 5.8 mm). The configuration constantsare
stored in latches connectedto an internal 16-bit data bus

and clocked by the master sequencer. The same data bus is
used as a stimulus bus when the chip is tested at wafer sort
and package sort.
The internal state machines are implemented using
D-type flip-flops and PLAs fprogrammable logic arrays).
The chip is entirely static, a feature of CMOS/SOS that
simultaneously allows low power dissipation and high
speed. Static operation makes testing of this chip relatively
easy. A circuit may be set to a state and left there for an
arbitrary amount of time without loss of information.

PhysicalDescription
The VCC is packagedon a 64-pin leadlesssquareceramic
substratemeasuring4.4 cm by 4.7cm (Fig.+). This package
fits into a special zero-insertion-forcesocketand is held in
place with spring clips. Heat dissipation is through the
substrateand a temperaturerise of 10'C is typical at the 900
mW power level at which it operates.
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SC-CutQuartzOscillatorOffers
lmprovedPerformance
Thiscompact oscillatoris designed to serve as a built-in
precisionfrequencysource.New technologyand
packaging provide lower power consumption,faster
warmup,better stability,and lower phasenoise.
by J. RobertBurgoonand RobertL. Wilson
IGH-STABILITY OSCILLATORS are key components in many instruments and systems. Such
oscillators serve as time bases for frequency counters, time bases for navigational systems, frequency sources
for synthesizers and spectrum analyzers, and local oscillators for radar and communication equipment.
The new HP Model 10811A/B Crystal Oscillator (Fig. 1)
is a component quartz oscillator that puts out a highly
stable 10-MHz signal. It is designed to provide an instrument or system designer with a frequency reference or
source for applications requiring a low aging rate, a spectrally pure signal, or both.
Intended as a next generation plug-in replacement for the
HP 10544A/B/C Oscillator, the 10811A/B offers significant
improvements in almost all areas of performance.
Phase noise. The phase noise floor of the 10811A/B is 10 dB
to 15 dB lower than the older 1O544AlBlCOscillator. Phase
noise is becoming more and more important, especially in
applications where the reference oscillator output must be
multiplied up to some higher frequency. Frequency multi-

Fig. 1. The new 1081lAlB 10-MHz Crystat Oscillatoris a
component oscillatorfor instrumentsand systems.A new
quartz crystalcut and a new circuit design give it many improved leaturesincludinglower phasenoiseand lowerpower
consumptionthan previous deslgns. Two models, A and B,
provide a choice of electncalconnectionmethods.
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processesrespontble for the overallphase nolse.
plication causes phase noise and sidebands to increase by
20 dB for every decade of multiplication. For example,
multiplying the 10-MHz output of the 10811A/B to 500 MHz
will cause a 34-dB increase in phase noise. Fig. 2 shows a
typical 10811A/B phase noise plot. The slopes of the
straight lines drawn through the data indicate the different
noise processes responsible for the overall phase noise of
the oscillator.
Time domain stability. Time domain stability is often divided into long-term and short-term regions. Long-term
stability is measured over intervals of days, and short-term
stability is measured over intervals of seconds. Long-term
stability, also called aging or frequency drift, is the key
specification in many applications. It determines how often
an oscillator must be adjusted to keep its absolute frequency
within useful limits, which vary depending on the specific
application. At the factory, all oscillators are monitored in
an automated system until their aging is less than
5x10-10/day over a three-day period.
Short-term stability is closely related to frequency jitter
and is a type of noise measurement. The 1081-1A/B'sshortterm specifications are factors of 2 to 33 better than the
10544A/B/C specifications. Fig. 3 shows a plot of time domain stabilitv measurements of two 10544B Oscillators and
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Oscillator Design
Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of the 10811A/BOscillator.
The oscillator loop includes a LO-MHzSC-cut crystal (see
page 22) which is mode-suppressedto allow only C-mode
operation.The buffer stagetransfersthe 1O-MHzsignal to
the output stage while isolating the oscillator loop from
output effects.The buffer stage also drives the AGC (au-
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of
measurements
Fig.3. Timedomainstability(short-term)
(anolderdesign).
andtwo 105448's
Nvo10811AOscitlators
two 10811AOscillators.
Warmup. The 10811A/B Oscillator cuts the 105444/B/C
warmup time specification in half: 10 minutes for the
10811A/Bcompared to 20 minutes for the 10544A/B/COscillator. Warmup time is defined as the time betweenoscillator oven turn-on and the time when the output frequency
is within 0.05 Hz of the operating frequency, In portable
instruments,where battery weight must be minimized, low
power and quick warmup are crucial. Since the instrument
warmup time is likely to be much shorterthan the oscillator
warmup time, the latter usually dominates.A side benefit of
the 10811A/Bis that its frequencyjust after oven turn-on is
only 100Hz low comparedto 1 kHz low for the 1054aA/B/C.
This allows faster lock-in for instruments using phaselocked loops.
Oven power, Fig. 4 comparesthe steady-stateoven power of
the 10811A with that of a 105448, both in moving air. At
25"Cthe 10811Arequireslessthan one-halfthe power of the
105448. Power consumptions of the 10544A and the
10811A in still air are also shown in Fig. 4 for 25t only.
Low oven power makesthe instrument or systemdesigner's
job much easier,especially for portable applications.
Temperature coefficient. The dominant environmental factor affecting the oscillator frequency is temperature.The
10811A/B is specified to be three times less sensitive to
temperaturethan the older 10544A/B/C.The actual performance comparison shown in Fig. 5 is even more striking.
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Flg.4. Sfeady-stateoven power of the 108114 compared
with that of the 10544418.
tomatic gain control). The AGC holds the output level constant, but more important, holds crystal current constant to
prevent frequency changes caused by variations in the crystal drive level. The oven controller monitors the temperature of a thermistor embedded in the oven mass and accurately controls the temperature by applying power to the
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The SC Cut, a Brief Summary
by CharlesA. Adams and John A. Kusters
Quartzcrystalsfor use as frequencydeterminingelementsin
oscillatorsare cut from large pieces of quartz, the cuts making
variousangleswith the crystallattice.Two common cuts, called
AT and BT, are single-rotation
cuts, which meansthat the master
crystal is rotatedabout one of its axes to the desired angle and
then cut. A doubly-rotatedcrystal ls rotatedabout two axes before cutting,
TheSC (stresscompensated)
cut usedin the 10811A,/BOscillatorwasintroducedin November1974.lthas alsobeen knownas
the TTC(thermaltransientcompensated)and TS (thermalstress)
cut. Manypapersextollingitsvirtuesand faultshavebeenwritten,
and the most-often-aired
complaintis thatit is difficultto make.lt is
a doubly-rotatedcrystal,whichadds to itsdifficultyof manufacturing. However,HP has been makingdoubly-rotatedcrystalssince
1965,so the SC cut did not presentinsurmountabledifticulties.
A briefcomparisonof the propertiesof the SC crystalwiththose
of AT and BT crystalsis as follows.
SuoeriorSC Qualities:
Fast warmup. No frequencyovershoot
Much smallersecond-ordertemoeraturecoefficient
( F i s .1 )
Almost zero amplitude-frequency
effect
Essentially
no activitydips (coupledmodes)
Better short{erm stability
Lower accelerationsensitivitv
Equal:
Long-termaging
Shuntcapacitance
InferiorSC Qualities:
Tighterangulartolerancesrequired
Q lowerthan BT
Higher series resistance
Five factors affect crystal frequency. They are dimensions,
density,elasticmoduli,third-orderelasticeffects,and couplingof
unwanted modes. The AT and BT cuts, traditionallyused for
precision resonatorapplications,compensate for staticallyinduced temperaturechangesin the firstthreefactors.The SC is a
doubly-rotatedcut that compensatesfor changes in all five factors.Althoughthermalgradientsinducedin quartzplatesresultin
momentaryfrequency excursionsthat are not predictable by
basic elastic theory, recent developmentsin the theory permit
determinationof a crystalcut that is compensatedboth statically,
as in the AT and BTcuts,and dynamically
for momentary
thermal
gradientsand surfacestresses.Dynamiccompensationresultsin
a cut that exhibitsvery smallfrequencychangesat turnovereven
thoughthetemperature
is changingfastenoughto causethermal
gradientsin thecrystal.As an illustration,
considerthe casewhere
BT and SC resonatorsare exposed to a thermal shock large
enoughto inducea gradientthroughthethicknessof the crystals
so that at equilibrium
the temperature
has risen1'C. The instantaneouslrequency change of the BT resonatorwould be some
four ordersof magnitudelargerthan that of the SC. For an actual
case of a fast warmup oven, the BT would require about 20
minutesto stabilizewithin1 x 10-e of itsf inalf requency,whereas
the SC in the sameovenwouldrequirelessthan six minutesand
there would be no frequencyovershoot.lt should be pointedout
that the SC is not necessarilyoperated at a turnoverpoint.The
10811A/BOscillatoris designedto work with the crystalbetween
80' and 84'C. At the operating temperature,the crystal's
frequency-temperature
slope can be no larger than j.5 parts in
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Fig. 1, Comparing the SC-cut crystal's temperature performance with that of tuvoother common cuts,AT and BT.
108/"C.
Thisslope,coupledwiththe veryhighthermalgain made
possibleby a novelovendesign,permitssatisfactory
operationin
ambienttemperatures
from -55'C to 71'C.
ConventionalAT and BT cut crystalsall have problemswith
coupled modes,known as activitydips. The SC does not exhibit
this problem.Overa wide rangeof curvature,
activitydips do not
seemto exist.Therefore,curvatureis not a criticalfactorin theSC.
The short{erm stabilityof the SC is typicallybetterthan that of
AT or BT crystals,even though its Q is lower.Usingthe Allan
variancemethodol measurement,typicalvaluesfor one-second
samplesare:
AT - 5x10-12
BT - 2.5x10-12
S C - 1 . 2 5 x 1 01 2
Manyoscillatorusersare particularly
interestedin the performanceof the SC underacceleration.
One-hundred-percent
testing of this parameterhas shown that the SC when used in the
10811A/BOscillatorconsistently
has lessthan 5 partsin 1010/g
f requencyf luctuation.
For a detailedstudy of the SC crystal,the reader is directedto
the bibliography.
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two heaters,The specific oven temperaturedependson the
individual crystal and is about B2t. Becauseof their power
dissipation,the output amplifier and the oven controller are
outside the oven.
Crystal Mode Suppression
The SC-cut crystal is capable of resonating in many
different modes. The crystal we use is cut for a thirdovertone C-mode resonance at 10.0 MHz. The thirdovertone B-mode resonance is above this at 10.9 MHz.
Below 10 MHz, the next mode is the fundamentalA mode at
7 MHz, and below that are the strong fundamental B and C
modes.In all overtonecrystals,the fundamentalmodeswill
dominate if they are not suppressed,This leadsto the common high-pass mode-suppressiontechniques, such as
low-pass traps or tanks. The high-passtechniquesare not
sufficient to suppress any modes above the desired frequency, such as the third-overtone B mode at 10.9 MHz.
One way to implement bandpassmode suppressionis illustrated in Fig, 7. The capacitive shunt arm C3 is replaced
with a series-parallelnetwork. With properly chosencomponent values,the conditions for oscillation will occur only
over a selectedband offrequencies.Fig. 8 shows equivalent
circuits for low, middle, and high frequencies.At low frequenciesthe series-parallelnetwork looks inductive. With
one shunt arm inductive and the other shunt arm capacitive, it is not possible to produce in-phase feedback for
oscillation. At high frequenciesthe result is similar. Here
again,the series-parallelnetwork looks inductive, No oscillation is possible becauseof the mixed capacitive and in-
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ductive shunt arms. At frequencies inside the passband
both shunt arms are capacitiveand the circuit is capableof
producing the proper phaseshift for oscillation. Ifthe crystal has a resonantmode inside the passbandand the loop
has enough gain, the circuit will oscillate.
Phase Noise
When considering the phase noise of an oscillator, it is
convenientto think of the oscillatoras having two parts,an
oscillating loop section and a buffer amplifier section. If
properly designed,the buffer amplifier section contributes

Fig. 6. B/ock diagramof the 1081l AlB Oscillator'The oscil'
latorlooo includesa 1}-MHz SC-cutquartz crystal
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Flg.7. The SC-cutc4zstalin the 1081lAlB Oscillatoris
mode-suppressed
to allowonlyC-modeoperation.Thisdiagram showsa standardColpifts-type
oscillator(top)and the
sameoscillatorwithmodesuppresslononly 1/f and white phase noise and the oscillating loop
sectioncontributesonly 1/f3and 1/fzphasenoise processes.
It is the filter action of the crystal that provides the extra 1/f2
factor in the oscillating loop section.
The method of extracting the signal from the oscillating
loop is very important in achievinggood phasenoise.Since
the crystal is a very good filter, the crystal current is a very
clean signal. A simple way to extract the signal cleanly is
shown in Fig. 9a; this method was used in the 10544A/B/C
Oscillator.A capacitoris placed in serieswith the crystal so
that the crystal current flows through the capacitor. The
voltage acrossthe capacitor is proportional to the crystal
current and is used to drive the buffer amplifier stage. All
the oscillatorloop noise (exceptcrystal noise) is filtered by
the crystal. The output voltage level is proportional to the
capacitor impedance and the crystal drive current. For a
good signal-to-noiseratio in the buffer stage,a large loop
output voltage is desirable.One way to increasethe loop
output voltageis to decreasethe capacitance.However,this
becomesa problem, becauseas this capacitor approaches
the value of the tuning capacitance,it severely restricts

Fig,8. Equivalent circuitsfor the mode-suppressioncircuit ot
Fig. 7. Top:low and high-frequencyequivalentcircuit. Bottom:
passband equivalent circuit.
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Fig.9. Phasenoiserssensltiveto themethodof extractingthe
signalfromtheoscillatot.(a)Methodusedin the 10544AlBlC.
(b) lmproved1081l AlB method.
tuning range. A compromise is required to balance the
tuning range and noise requirements.
In the 10811A/BOscillator, a new approach was taken.
The circuit, shown in Fig. 9b, allows the capacitor to be
made small without affecting the tuning. The crystal current is run through a common basestage,which feeds the
crystal current to the capacitor.The amplifier isolatesthe
capacitorfrom the tuning circuits sincethe oscillating loop
seesthe amplifier as an impedance of (r'"+ ri6/B). This is
small comparedto the crystalresistance,so it doesnot affect
the crystal Q significantly. Since the capacitoris no longer
in serieswith the tuning circuit, it may be madequite low to
get a large loop output voltage. The other factor affecting
the voltage is the crystal current. A value of 1 mA was
chosen,giving a crystal dissipation of 50 g.W.
Oven Power Consumption
An important oven designrequirementwas to reducethe
normal operating power consumption below that of the
105448, while still using a linear controller. The 105448
with a linear controller requires4.5 W of oven power in an
ambienttemperatureof 25t. Becausethis oven usesa resistive heater,at 25t about half of this power is dissipatedin
the pass transistor located on the outside of the package.
This power is effectively wasted.The 10544A usesa more
power-efficientdesign that keepspower consumption low
in the control transistorby switching at 3 kHz. However,the
switching does give spurious frequenciesthat are unacceptable in some applications. The 10811A/B Oscillator
combinesthe best of both designsby eliminating the heater
winding and using two control transistors to heat the oven
with direct current only (Fig. 10). HeatersQ1 and Q2 are
bolted to the oven cavity. R1, a small resistor, develops a
voltage V1 proportional to the heatercurrent. This voltage
is used to limit the warmup current and provide feedback
for the main oven control loop.
The thermal resistancebetweenthe oven cavity tempera-

specified as 10 minutes.
Becausepower transistors are used for the heat sources
the heater current Ig must be limited during warmup. This
is accomplishedby U1, R1, R4 and Rs in Fig. 10. When V""
is applied to the oven, U2's output is approximately V"",
tending to turn Q2 on. U1 sinks just enough base current
from Q2 to make V1 : V3, and thereforelimits Is to V3 +
R1. Since V3 is a linear function of V"", this circuit transforms Q1 and Q2 into what appears to be a fixed heater
resistance.This was done to allow the 10811A/BOscillator
to be used in applications where the 10544A/B/COscillator
is used. The 10544A/B/Cuses a 47Q resistive heater
winding.

Fig.10. 10811A18
blockdiagram.Twoheater
ovencontroller
transislorsheatthe oven using dircct currentonly. Overall
powerconsumption
rs/essthantwo wattsin stillair at 25T.
ture and the ambient temperature is 25% higher than that in
the 105448.This was accomplishedby reducing the size of
the oven assembly,thus allowing the foam insulation to be
slightly thicker. The result of these efforts is an oven oscillator that draws less than two watts in still air at 25'C,
compared to 4.0 W for the 7o544BlC and 2.6 W for the
105441\.
Warmup Time
The warmup time for most crystal oscillators is mainly a
function of the thermal transient behavior of the crystal.
The warmup time for the 7O544AlBlCOscillator, which uses
a BT-cut crystal, is specified as 20 minutes to within
5x10-e of the 24-hour value for V"" : 20V (8 watts). Becausethe SC-cut crystal is much less s€nsitive to thermal
transients,the warmup time for the 10811A/BOscillator is
governed by the most temperature-sensitive electronic
componentsand, of course,the thermal capacitanceof the
oven assembly.To minimize total thermal capacitance,and
to improve heat transfer to the electronics, the oven assembly is as compact as possible.The oven cavity and lids are
made of die-cast aluminum, while the oven cavity in the
105448 is made of copper.Aluminum has a lower thermal
capacitanceper unit volume than copper by a factor of 0.7,
The most temperature-sensitivecomponentsarelocatedon
the two printed circuit boards, which are folded into the
oven cavity. When the two lids are screwed in place, these
componentsaresurroundedby heatedaluminum walls. For
the above conditions, the 10811A/B warmup time is

Temperature Coefficient
The reason for enclosing an oscillator in an oven is to reduce the effect of ambient temperature fluctuations on the
temperature-sensitive
componentsin the oscillator.A measure of the ability to do this is termed thermal gain. Thermal
gain is defined as the ratio of the change in ambient temperature (Tf to the resultant change in temperature of the
region in the oven that it is desired to control (T6). Thus
thermal gain : ATA/4T6. Even though the SC-cut crystal
has an improved temperature coefficient, it is still ten times
more temperature-sensitive than any other component in
the 10811A/BOscillator. This meansthat if all of the components of the oscillator including the crystal were to experience the same temperature change, the resultant
change in frequency due to the crystal would be ten times
more than that due to any other component. It follows that
the thermal gain to the crystal must be ten times greaterthan
the thermal gain to the rest of the oscillator electronics for
both areasto contribute equally to the oscillator's temperature coefficient.
The temperature coefficient of the crystal varies according to the difference between the actual crystal operating
temperature and the turnover temperature of that particular
crystal, Turnover temperature is the temperature at which
the derivative of crystal frequency with respect to crystal
temperatureis zero, that is,
daf/f

dr

:0'

(SeeFig. 1.on page 22.) It is desirableto set the oven temperature very close to the crystal turnover temperature.
Most crystaloscillatorsusea variableresistorto setthe oven
temperature.A time-consuming processmust be followed
in which changesin the oscillator frequency are compared
to turns of this potentiometer.This processcontinuesuntil
the frequencychangeper turn is small enough.At this point
the oven temperatureis consideredmatched with the crystal's turnover temperature,
In the 10811A/B,the combination of high thermal gain
and the SC-cut crystal's lower sensitivity to temperature
allows the oven temperatureto be set merely by installing a
fixed resistor. Avoiding the long temperature-setprocess
makes the 10811A/B the first field-repairable HP crystal
oscillator.
ThermalGain
To achievea high thermal gain to a particular region in a
(continued
on page28)
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Flexible Circuit Packaging of a

Crystal Oscillator
by James H. Steinmetz
Design objectivesfor the 10811A/B Oscillatorpackaging
scheme included greater electricalperformance,decreased
manufacturing
cost,and easierassemblyand repairability.
This
oscillatoremploysa new crystaltechnologywith higherperformancesupportelectronicsand a radicallynew oven design.The
electronicpackagingtakes a new and radicalapproach,one of
selectivelystiffenedflexible circuitry.The operationand basic
layout of this oscillatoris much the same as that of the earlier
10544N81C.
A blockdragramillustrating
the basicsimilarities
of
these oscillatorsis shown in Fig. I. The flex circuitforms the
backboneof the new oscillator.lt incorporatesthe three printed
circuit boards, the l/O connector and the various interconnections.Theoscillatorand AGC boardare enclosedwithina die-cast
crystaloven,therebyminimizingthermaleffectson thesecritical
circuits.
Oven Control
Board
AGC Board

Oven Control
Board
l/O Connector

AGC Board

Fig, 2. FIex circuits come live to a panel and are loaded,
soldered, and tested before being separated.

Oscillato.
Board
Thermal Insulation

10544A

10811A

Fig. 1. Cross-sections
of the new 10811A Oscillatorand the
older 10544A.
Oscillator Assembly
The useof flexcircuitrypackagingin the constructionof the new
production.
oscillatormakesit ideallysuitedfor high-volume
The
production sequence is as follows. First, the flex circuits are
obtainedfrom a manufacturerin panelsof five completecircuits
per panel, as illustratedin Fig. 2. The panels are selectively
treatedwith a removablesolderresrstin such areasas the l/O
connector.Thenthe panelsare loadedwith componentseither
by manualor automaticmeans.At this point,the panelsarewave
solderedand cleaned.The loaded and soldered panels are
transferredto the electricaltester.This instrumentgives a completefunctionalcheck to the circuitryand components.lf any
problemsare detected,such as solder bridging or parts out of
specification,they are repairedat this point.The panelsare then
transportedto a machrnethat separatesthe individualoscillator
flexcircuitsfromthe panel.Fromhere,the individual
flex
oscillator
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circuitsare loadedintotraysand transportedto the finalassembly
operation.
Thefinalassemblyconsistsof installing
the flexcircuitintothe
crystaloven,solderingthe crystalleads to the board and screwing the oven covers into place. The oven control board is then
foldedoverthe top of the oven assemblyand separatedlrom it by
a thermalinsulation
spacer.At thispoint,the heatersforthe oven,
which are two Darlingtontransistorsin fO-220 packages, are
foldeddown fromthe ovencontrolboardand fastenedto the oven
assembly.Two leadsf romthe oven'sthermistorare thensoldered
to the oven controlboard.In this configuration,
the assemblyis
slid into the outer housingand the l/O connectoris fastenedinto
position.Anotherthermalinsulatoris installedon top of the oscillator assemblyand the outer cover is installed.These Jinalassemblysequencesare illustrated
in Fig. 3.
The 10811A, describedabove,has an edge-cardconnectorfor
the package l/O. The B model is electricallythe same as the A
except that it has filteredpower and coaxialsignalconnections.
The interconnectionof the new B model oscillator l/O was
significantlyimprovedover that of the 10544C by employing a
sculptured
flexiblecircuit(SFC)interconnect.
Thisinterconnect
is
solderedto the variousconnectionson the outercoverand runsto
a simple connectoron the oven control board. The A version's
edge-cardconnectorand its associatedflexibleinterconnection
are removedby a simplecuttingoperationat the pointwherethe
flex leavesthe oven control board,This techniqueallowsfor the
double use of the same flex circuitassembly,therebyallowing
increasedproductionvolumeand reducedunitcosts.A comparis o n b e t w e e nt h e . 1 0 5 4 4 C
a n d t h e 1 0 8 1 1 Bi s s h o w ni n F i o . 4 .
Benefits
The use of flex circuits in this new oscillatorhas resultedin a
substantial
decreasein the labor requiredfor assembly.Board
area has been reduced since some pads and connectorsare no
longerrequired.This design also allowsa completeelectrical

Fig. 4, The sculptured flexible circuit interconnect of the
10811B (left) is a significant improvement over the older
10544C(right).

Fig.3. Final assemblyof 1081lAlB Oscillator.
check of the flex assemblybeforefinalassembly.Repairability
has beengreatlysimplified,
sincethe oscillatorcan remainelectricallyassembledand stillbe foldedoutso thatit is accessiblefor
troubleshooting.
Flexcircuitrymadeit possibleto includean edge-cardconnecThisis accomplished
by foldingthe flexcircuit
tor for inpuVoutput,
over the edge-card strffenerboard (onto the component side)
beforethe lamination
of the flexcircuitto the stiffenerboard.This
eliminates
the needto solderor otherwiseconnectto a package
of
l/O.Furthermore,
theflexcircuitrysimplifies
the interconnection
the fO-220 heater transistorsfor the oscillator'soven. These
interconnectionsare actuallyfingersof flex circuitrythat extend
out from the oven controlboard.At the finalassemblystage,the
transistors,
which have been prevrously
solderedto the flex fingers,are folded in a 180'arc and mountedto the oven.
A side benefitof the flex circuitryrs that capacitorscan be
formedby matchingcircularpads on both sidesof the circuitry
separatedby the base dielectric.As illustratedin Fig. 5, this
capacitorlookslike a componentpad withouta hole.Capacitors
can be formedin this way on rigid printedcircuitboardstoo, of
course,butsincerigidboardsarethickerthe capacitorpadsmust
be considerablylarger.
Ilesign Problems
A problemthat occurredearlyin the developmentof this new
oscillatorwas the flex circuit'stearingwithin the interconnect
region.Thiscan be an inherentlimitation
with a flex circuitconlowshear
structedof a polyimidematerialbecauseof itsrelatively
strength.The problemwas rectifiedby using largerradii at the
interconnectioninterfacesto the stiffenerboards and improving
the techniquesused to blankout the flex circuitduringits manufacturing.Anotherproblemencounteredwas the crackingof
conductortraces in the pad area of the flex fingersthat interconnect the TO-220heatertransistors.This problemwas solved by
increasing
the pad areaencapsulated
withinthe flexcircuitlaminate, in effect creating its own strain relief,

Themostdifficultproblemwasultimately
tracedto straycapacitancebetweentwo overlapping
traces..Becauseof the inherent
sensitivityof the oscillator'selectricaldesign,any changes in
capacitancewithincriticalparts of the circuitrycan resultin a
frequencychange.This problemhad not been encounteredin
previousdesigns,since the base materialwas considerably
thicker:1.57mm versusthe new basethicknessof 0.03mm.The
modelfor such a situationcan be predictedfromthe
theoretical
capacitanceequation,C:0.OBBSBK/VI,
whereC is capacitancein
picofarads,
A is areain cm2,t isdielectric
thicknessin centimetres,
and K is dielectricconstant.lt can be seenthat the smallerthe
dielectricthickness,the greaterthe capacitance.Therefore,
the
solutionwas to decrease the capacitor area, since it was not
practicalto change any of the other parameters.Flex circuit
technologyallowedfor the localneckingdown of the tracein the
'An overlappingtrace is simply a lrace on one side of a circuil board that crosses
anothertrace on the other side.

Fig.5. Sfraycapacitancebetweenoveilappingtraceson the
thin flexiblesubstrateis reduced by necking down the overlapping traces. Whenneeded, capacitorsare easilyformed
(circulararea withouthole).
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regionof thecrossovers,
as illustrated
in Fig.5. Theneck-downs
areapproximately0.l3
mmwideinstead
otthestandard
0.38mm.
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structure, such as the crystal in the oven cavity, two loop
gainsmust be considered:the controller loop gain (partially
elecbical) and the mechanical gain. The controller loop
gain can be defined as the change in heater temperature
resulting from a changein thermistor temperaturedivided
by the change in thermistor temperature, assuming the
thermistor is separatefrom the heater. This gain can easily
be made very large, and in the 10811A/B Oscillator it is
about 10s.The mechanicalgain is defined as the changein
ambient temperature divided by the resulting change in
crystal temperature. The mechanical gain is a function of
the thermal properties of the structure,the location of the
two heaters,and the thermistor location. The difference
between mechanical gain and thermal gain is that thermal
gain is dependent upon both the controller loop gain and
the mechanical gain and can be no larger than the smaller of
thesetwo. If it can be assuredthat the controller loop gain is
more than ten times greater than the desired thermal gain,
the thermal gain approximately equals the mechanical
gain, This is the casein the 10811A/B,since the controller
loop gain is designedto be 100 times the desiredminimum
thermal gain of 1000. Therefore, with the controller defined, it then was necessaryto locate the heaters,thermistor, and crystal such that the mechanical gain to the crystal,
AT"n66oy'ATcrystal,
would be greaterthan 1000.
Normally, when one heaterwinding is the only sourceof
heat for an oven, the crystal and thermistor must be
mechanically reananged on a trial-and-error basis until the
desiredmechanicalgain is obtained.If later in the design a
mechanical change occurs, this may change the thermal
behavior of the oven enough that the above process would
haveto be repeated.With two heaters,adjusting the ratio of
the power dissipatedin the two heatertransistorsachieves
the same result as physically moving the thermistor or
crystal. With the first prototype 10811A/BOscillator, several trials were required initially to locate the thermistor,
crystal, and heaters in the aluminum oven housing. After
that, it took several hours to fine tune the oven to a thermal
gain of approximately 10,000.This fine tuning was done by
adjusting the ratio of resistors R2 and R3 (Fig. 10). Later,
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when more oscillators were constructed using a mechanical
design identical to the prototype, the sameratio of R2 and
R3 was used. No further attempts were made to optimize the
thermal gain of these other ovens. The thermal gain to the
crystal for all of these ovens was measuredto be greaterthan
1000.
Mechanical Aspects
A combination rigid-flexible printed circuit board concept is used in the 10811A/BOscillator (seepage 26). The
printed circuit board is constructedof a flexible five-layer
KaptonTMand copper laminate cementedto a standardG10
fiberglass stiffener. The stiffener is required only for
mechanical support since all traces and pads are contained
in the flexible laminate. Since the stiffener boards are initially part of a single large sheet,it is possibleto leave small
cut-away tabs temporarily connecting the individual
boardsto the remaining support board. Later on, thesetabs
are cut with a pair of side cutters to releasethe boards.
While still connectedto the support board, the individual
boards are loaded with componentsand wave-solderedin
the conventional manner.
During the assembly procedure, no hand wiring is required to interconnectany ofthe fourrigid boards.The edge
connector,the oven controller board, and the two boardsin
the oven are all inherently interconnected with this rigidflexible printed circuit board concept.
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 10811A/BCrystal Oscillator
FREQUENCYSTABILITY(see definitionol terms):
LONGTERM (Aging Rate):<5xtO 1o/dayafter24-hourwarm-up.See Note 1
<1x10 'lyear lo( continuousoperation.
SHORT TERM:Reterto tablesbelow.
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SENSITIVITY:
ENVIRONMENTAL
<E
4 .:5 x 1 0 - 9 o v e ra - 5 5 ' C t o 7 1 " Cr a n q e .< 2 . 5 x t 0 9 o v e ra O ' Ct o
TEIVPEFTATUR
71'C range.
O P E F I A T I N G :5 5 " Ct o 7 1 ' C .
STORAGE:-55"C to +85"C.
c h a n q ei n 5 0 - o h ml o a d . - : 5 x t o 1 0 1 0 (a t 2 5 " k
LOAD:<5x10 10 for a r'1o"zo
changein 1-ko load.
POWERSUPPLY;<2x10-10 for a lTo changein oscillatorsupplyvoltage.
FIIPPLE:< 90 dBc spursfrom 10 mV rms rippleon oscillatorsupplyvoltageat 100 Hz.
OVEN: 1 u 10- '" tor '10o,"
changein oven supplyvoltage.
FIELD:<4x10 v for 29 staticshift (turn-over).
GRAVITATIONAL
MAGNETICFIELD:<-90 dBc sidebandsdue to 0.1 millitesla(1 gauss)rms at 100 Hz.
HUMIOITY(lypical):1 x 1O 9 for 95y. RH at 4O'C.
SHOCK(survival):30 g, 11 ms, 1/2 sinewave.
ALTITUDE(typical):2x10-v for O to 50,OOOJt.
WARMUP: 1Omin. atter turn-onwithin5x'lO-Y of final value,at 25'C and 20 Vdc. See
Notes 1 and 2.
ADJUSTMENT:
R A N G E :> t 1 x 1 0 6 ( i 1 o H z ) w i t h 1 8 t u r n c o n t r o l .
C O A R S EF H E O U E N C Y
ELECTRONICFREQUENCYCONTFOL (EFC): >1x10-' (1 Hz) total, controlrange
-5 Vdc to +5 Vdc.

HARMONICDISTORTION:Down more than 25 dB from output.
Down morethan 100dB from output(discretesideSPURIOUSPHASEMODULATION:
bands 10 Hz to 25 kHz).
POWERREOUIREMENTS:
OSCILLATORCIRCUIT:1t.Oto 13.5 Vdc. 30 mA typical.40 mA max.
OVEN CIRCUIT: 20 to 30 Vdc; turn-on load is 42 ohms minjmum Steady-stalepower
drops to a typical value ol 2.0W at 25"C in still air with 20 Vdc applied.
CONNECTORS:
(HP 1251-0160)
or equivalent(notsupplied).
10811A:Mateswith CINCH250-15-30-210
10811B: Solderterminalsand SMB Snap-onconnectors.Mateswith CablewaveSystems,
Inc. #700156 or equivalsnt(not supplied).
in, 14 cu in).
SfZE:72 mm x 52 mm x 62 mm (2-13116in x 2-'ll32in x 2-71'16
WEIGHT:0.31 kg (11 oz).
PRICESIN U.S.A.:
t 0 8t ' 1 8
108114
Quantities
1-4
5-9
'to-24
25-49

$800
o/od
$736
$672

$900
s864
$828
$756

DEFINITIONOF TERMS:
LONG-TEBMFREOUENCYSTABILITYis delinedas the absolutevalue(magnitude)ot
the fractionallrequency change with time. An observationtime sufficientlylong to reduce the etfects of random noise to an insignificant value is implied Frequency
changes due to environmentaletfects must be consideredseparately
TIME DOMAIN STABILITYor(z) is defined as the twGsample deviationof lractionalfrequencyfluctuationsdue lo random noise in the oscillator'The measurementbandwidth is 100 kHz.
FREQUENCYDOMAINSTABILITYis definedas the singlesidebandph6e noise-tosignal ratio per Hz of bandwidlh (a power spectral density) This ratio is analogousto
a spectrumanalyzerdisplayof the carrierversuseitherphase modulationsideband.
140" for measurementdetails.
See "NBS-Monograph
NOTES:
1. For oscillatoroff{ime less than 24 hours.
2. Finalvalue is definedas frequency24 hoursatterturn-on.
MANUFACTURING
OIVISION:SANTACLARADIVISION
5301 Stevens Creek Boulevard
SantaClara.CA 95050 U S.A

OUTPUT:
FFIEQUENCY:
10 MHz.
VOLTAGE:0.55r0.05 V rms into 50 ohms. 1V rms 120"/0,into 1k ohms.
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NewTemperature
ProbeLocatesCircuit
Hot Spots
Use it with any general-purpose
digitalmultimeterand
get
someHP oscilloscopes
to
readingsdirectlyin degrees
Celsius.
by Marvin F. Estesand DonaldZimmer,Jr.
AST, ACCURATE TEMPERATURE measurements
are neededin a wide variety of thermal design,diagnostic, and testing applications. Hewlett-Packard's
new Model 10023,\ TemperatureProbe(Fig. 1) is designed
to provide these measurements.With the probe, surface
temperature measurementsare read directly in degrees
Celsiuson any general-purposedigital multimeter (DMM)
having an input impedance of 10 megohms or more. The
pencil-like probe tip easily accessessmall componentsand
a press-to-readswitch makes measurementseasy.
The probe is a self-contained temperature-to-voltage
transducerwith a forward-biaseddiode chip bonded to a
small ceramicsubstratein the probetip. A calibrated,linear
output of 1 mV/"Cis assuredby individually characterizing
each diode in a precision thermal referencebath. An integrated-circuit resistor network is then laser trimmed to
match each diode to its electronic compensatingcircuit.
The use of Hewlett-Packardintegrated circuits permits
the entire electronicsassembly,including the battery,to be
packagedin the probe banel. A standarddual bananaplug
output connector is compatible with most digital voltmeters including the built-in DMMs on Hewlett-Packard'sOption 034/0351700 SeriesOscilloscopes.
Measurementaccuracyof the temperatureprobe is -rZtl
from 0"C to +100"C decreasinglinearly to l2o, -4t at
-55t and to +4"C, -ztl at +150f. This accuracyspecification is traceableto the U.S, National Bureauof Standards.
For applications requiring relative rather than absolute

Fig. 1. Model 10023A TemperatureProbe gives fast indications of surface temperatureson many general-purpose digital multimeters and HP 1700 Series Option 0341035Oscilloscopes.
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Flg.2. Simplifiedelectricalanalogof theproblemof measuring the temperature
of a transistorwitha probe.
measurement of similar temperatures, the probe has a
short-term repeatability of +0.3T.
By using a temperature sensor with very low thermal
mass and a geometry that places it very close to the measurementsurface(approximately0.25 mm or 0.010 in), the
10023A can make measurementsquickly and closely track
heating or cooling in devicesoperatingunder varying load
conditions. This design also permits temperature measurementswith very low thermal gradient errors.*
Very fine wires, approximately 0.10 mm in diameter,are
used for connectingthe diode sensorto the electroniccompensating circuits to achieve very high thermal isolation.
This thermal isolation reducesthe tendency for the probe
tip to act as a heat sink or cooling fin and change the
measured surface temperature. Minimum disturbance of
the operating environment by the probe is particularly important when accuratetemperaturemeasurementsof small
electronic componentsare needed.
The electrically isolatedprobetip permits measurements
.HP ApplicationNote 263 containstypical performance
characteristics.
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Fig. 3. Simpllfied schematic of the 100234 Temperature
Probe.
of non-grounded components such as the case of a power
transistor with its collector common to the case. A very low
tip-to-ground capacitance of approximately 0.5 pF avoids
electrical loading when thermal probing in high-speed circuits.
The temperature probe is calibrated at the factory and
does not require periodic calibration. There are no internal
adjustments. In the event of tip damage, the probe is easily
repaired with a new, precalibrated tip and matching compensating network.

Tip HeatCharacteristics
probe,
Thetip is themostimportantpartof a temperature
especially one designed to measure the temperature of
small objects like transistors, diodes and IC packages'
Therefore the HP 10023A temperature probe's development
centered around the development of a tip.
Three heat characteristics are particularly important. One
is the thermal capacity of the probe tip. If the capacity is too
large, even if there are no heat leaks, the probe will take a
long time to reach a stable temperature when measuring the
temperature of a small transistor. To keep the thermal
capacity low, the 100234 tip is constructed of a piece of
alumina 2 mm in diameter by 0.25 mm thick, and the diode
chip (0.25 x0 .25xO.O2mm) is bonded directly to the back of
the alumina. The alumina contributes essentially all of the
thermal capacity. A small amount is added by the black
plastic barrel and the wires that connect the diode chip to

I

the circuitry.
Another important characteristic is the thermal resistance from the measured body to the sensor or diode chip.
This is important for two reasons. First, too much thermal
resistance, like too much thermal capacity, produces too
long a time constant when a measurement is taken. Second,
this resistance can affect the accuracy by acting as a heat
divider with the thermal resistance from the heat sensors to
ambient. The tip resistance was minimized by reducing the
thickness of the alumina substrate to 0.25 mm'
The third important heat characteristic is the thermal
resistance from the heat sensor (diode chip) to ambient'
This is important because it can act as a heat divider with
the thermal resistance from the measured body to the sensor
and thereby affect accuracy. This resistance effect was
minimized by using #38 AWGcopper wires from the diode
to the probe circuits and by using a plastic barrel to hold the

assembly together.
These various thermal capacities and thermal resistances
are shovm in simplified electrica-l analog form in Fig. 2. It is
obvious that in the steady state R1 should be low and R2
should be high to provide good accuracy. Also in the steady
state, R6 of the source should be much less than R, or the
temperature of the transistor will be lowered by thermal
loading. C1 should be much less than C6 or the time constant will be affected. One can also see that if a cold temperature probe is touched to a hot transistor the temperature of
the transistor will be lowered until the heat source of the
transistor can charge capacitor C1. There are two time constants, R1C1 and RaC6.

ProbeCircuit Design
Probe(Fig.3) is
Temperature
The circuit of the 10023,A,
very simple. It consists of a bridge with the sensor diode
chip asone leg. The temperatureis measuredby sensingthe
voltage acrossone of the middle resistors.
Considerthe simple diode equation
IO : K1E-K2VD/T
where K1 and K2 are constants, io is the forward current
through the diode, and Vp is the voltage across the diode.
Now, if io is constant then T : Ks Vp, where K3 is a constant.
Errors arise because we do not have a perfect current source
and because the simple diode equation is not exact. The
error curve of the voltage out of the temperature probe is
shown in Fig. 4.
The temperature probe's three main circuit components
are the power supply (battery), the alumina substrate with
the microcircuit, and the probe tip, which contains the
temperature sensing diode on the small ceramic chip. During one phase of manufacture the temperature-vs-current
characteristics of each individual diode are measured.
Using this information plus the value of the voltage regulator in the microcircuit, the resistor values are calculated
and laser trimmed. The microcircuit and probe tip are now a
calibrated matched pair. Since these two components, the
probe tip and substrate, contain all the circuits that affect
calibration of the probe and they contain no user adjustable
or variable components, the probe does not require periodic
calibration.
All of the probe electronics are on a printed circuit board
that measures 10 by 61 mm. Power comes from a zincl
silver-oxide battery located on the printed circuit board.
The battery, which has a nominal voltage of 1.5V, is a

0

Flg.4. Typical 10023A error curve with possible unit-to-unit
variations(shaded band).
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low-cost, commercially available type commonly used in
hearingaids and wristwatches.It provides an averageof S0
hours of probe operation.
Sincethe probe electronicsare on a printed circuit board
housed in a plastic case,the componentson the board are

SPECIFICATIONS

HP Model10q23ATemperatureprobe
tEASUREtEilT RAt{cE: -55t to +iso!.
OUTPUT: I mV/'C.
SHORT-TERil REPEATABTLTTY:
ao.3t (minimumot,tg hr).
ACCUFACY: rz"C trom 0"C to 100t, dacreasingtinearlyto +2tr, -4rc at _sst and
+4t, -2t at +150r.
tAxllluf,
VOLTAGE AT TtP:60O V (dc + peak ac).
flP CAPACITAI{CE TO GROUND: approx. 0.5 pF.
THERTAL RESPOI{SE: <3 s to s€tile within 2t of final reading(liquid measuremonttor a
100! lemp€raturechange.
Dilll INPUTR: >10 MO.
OPEFATING EilVlROilt'ENT (probo flp to approx t3 mn (0.5 In) from prcbe flp): Temp€ratura, -55t to +150qC; altitude,to.t60O m (15,OOO
i); vibration,vibratod in throe
planas lor '15min. each with 0.38 mm (0.015 in) excursion, 10 to SS Hz.
OPERAnNG El{VtBONilEt{T (probc body): Tamp€ratuE Orc to 6Ot (battorytimitation);
humidity(non-condensing),
to 95y" retativehumidityat +4Of ; atitude and vibrationsamo
as lhos€ for probe tip.
OVERALL LENGTH: Appror. 1.4 m (59 in).
WEIGHT: net 85 g (3 oz); shipping, 912 g (.fi oz).
BATTERY LIFE: Approx. 50 hr (varies with ambient temp€ratuE).
LOW-BATTERY ll{DtCATtON: probe output indicatesapprox. -70"C on OMM. First indication ol a low-battarycondition is a dscreasing indication ot 1. to 2eolminut€ with
p.ob€ tip at a constant temosrature.
ACCESSORIESSUPPLIED: One reptacementbattery(420-0256.), one stidingtock coilar
(10023-23201],,and one probe tip cover (OOS47-4OOOS).
PRICE lN U.S.A.: Modet 1OO23ATemperature prob€, gl5o. ReplacsmontTip (inctudgs
pracalibratsdlip and matchingcompensationnetwork. p/N 10029-60001),965.
MANUFACTURINGOIVISION:COLORADO SpR|NGS DtVtStON
1900 cardsn ol the Gods Road
p.O. Box 2197
Colorado Springs,Colorado 8090t U.S.A.

susceptibleto static discharge.The conventionalmethod of
protecting them is to offer a ground path for the static
charge.Becausethe 10023A is a floating inshument and is
not grounded, a different method had to be devised.By use
of three capacitorson the circuit board and a conductive
coating inside the plastic housing, the static charge is
drained and lowered through the probe and instrument to
prevent damage to the temperature probe and the attached
instrument.
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